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78 CCHS CLASS—The 1978 graduating class of Calloway County High
School is pictured at commencement exercises Tuesday evening in Jeffrey
Gymnasium. Both former Calloway County school sigierintendents Buron
Jeffrey and William B. Miller addressed the 190 mernber graduating class
along with the current superintendent Dr. Jack Rose. The graduating class
secretary-treasurer Randy McCallon delivered the invocation and Kim
Kemp, president, extended the welcome. Susan Imes and John Brinkley
delivered valedictory and salutatory addresses respectively, and Karen Ed-
wards gave the dass history. Miss Edwards was the senior class reporter.
Jerry Ainley, principal at Calloway County High, presented the class for
diplomas. Dr. Rose, Joe Dyer, chairman of the county board of education,
and Walter Byars, vice-chairman of the county board, presented diplonias.
The high school band and mixed chorus provided commencement music.
Staff Photo By Lowell Atchler
Current Figures Show Biggest
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A record
increase in beef Prietat forced '-----r
prices up 0.9 percent in Aprfi, the
largest rise in more than a year, the
Labor Department said today.
The latest increase meant the annual
rate ul dlatien kr • the peat three
months was 10 percent, the department
said.
Beef
NEW_OR OLD GRADUATE?—The statue of a Confederate soldier which
stands on the Calloway County courtsquare, today is outfitted with a cap
and gown similar to those worn by students graduating from Calloway
County High Tuesday night. The soldier apparently missed graduation
exercises at the high school, but today he appears just as proud as the 190
graduates who received their diplomas last evening
Graduation bas more meaning for a student than just
getting a diploma. Today The Murray Ledger & Times
comments on graduation and what it should mean to a
young graduate about to set out in lifa.'See the Opinion
Section, Page 4A.
•
Mostly sunny, warm and humid
today. High in the mid to upper
Pc _Clear and mild tonight. Lows
in the mid to upper 60s. Partly
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April, accounting for more than one-
third at the IA percent in grocery
prices.
The 0.9 percent increase in the
Consumer Price Index was the largest
since February 1977, when prices rose
by the same amount. The increase in
beef prices surpassed the record 6.5
percent rise in May 1975.
Food prices have climbed steadily
since the start of the year, but the latest
report showed they were accelerating
even faster.
Prices for all foods and beverages
were Up 1.8 percent in April after rising
about 1.2 percent in each of the three
previous months.
Prices for fresh vegetables, which
declined in March, rose 9.7 percent in
April, led by an increase for lettuce.
Since then, lettuce prices have started
coming down, however.
Prices of pork, poultry, dairy
products, sugar, candy and vegetable
oils all increased more in April than in
March or February. Prices turned
downward for eggs, fresh fruit and
coffee.
Another big contributor to inflation
during.. April was rising housing ex-
penses,. which were up 0.9 percent.
costs of home financing, taxes and
insurance advanted 1.7 percent, while
home maintenance &nd repair services
Home-purchase
, percent and rent Was up 0.7 percent.
Charges for natural gas and elec-
tricity each rose 1.5 percent in April,
the third straight mcmth of big in-
creases.
Federal Postal Service officials are
expected to question a county man
facing charges here of burglary and
forgery in connection with a break-in at
Hamlin Post Office.
Calloway County Sheriff's Depart-
ment Tuesday charged 28-year-old
-Mark McFarland of the New Concord
vicinity with six counts of second
degree forgery and one count of third
degree burglary in connection with a
burglary at Hamlin Post Office and
Grocery earlier this month.
McFarland is currently in Callovey
County Jail pilnding an appearance
before District Judge Sid Easley.
A Calloway County Sheriff's
„ Department spokesman said
McFarland is charged with forging
, checks taken in the Hamlin break-in.
A U.S. Postal Inspector from
• McFarland today. , The department
spokesman said McFarland could face
addtional federal charges in connection
with the case.
Also showing sharp rises were far-
allure and bedding. up
cldhing, 1 percent; medical care, 0.
percent; and dental fees, 0.6 percent.
The price of new and used cars went
up 0.3 percent, and gasoline prives
edged up slightly, the Labor Depart-
ment said.
All figures are adjusted for normal
seasonal variations in prices.
The 0.9 percent increase in consumer
prices followed gains of 0.8 percent in
January, 0.6 percent in February and
0.8 in March. However, the prices last
month were only 6.6 percent higher
__than in April 1977. because 'of a
steadying inflation picture at the end of
last year.
_ Calloway County Board of Education
has authorized purchase of five new
school buses to replace  five used
vehicles that will be phased out in time
for next school term.
The board, in a special called session
at Calloway County High School
following commencement exercises
Tuesday night, okayed purchase of the
new buses costing $64,447.
Local school distiacts are reimbursed
for bus costs by the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Education over an eight year
span.
The school district will sell five old
buses by sealed bids, which must be
submitted by June 20, according ti
Jack Rose, superintendent.'
School officials have set another
surplus property auction, slated
Saturday, June 10, beginning at 9 a. in.
County school board members
Tuesday night okayed a letter of ex-
planation to Ann Hopkins, a teacher
whose contract wasn't renewed for the
next school year. Ms. Hopkins asked for
a written explanation.
The board's response is mandated by
Kentucky Statutes.
Actording to Rose, the Calloway
County School System will be vying for
federal funds channeled through the
state to begin a program for the gifted
tuaL talented  in the  county school
system. School administrators were
expected to carry the grant application,
which asks for over $23,000 to Frankfort
today.
Rose said the program, if approved,
would enable the local school system to
offer enrichment programs for the
gifted and talented beyond what is
normally offered in the classroom.
In other school board action Tuesday
night:
— Board members extended
maternity leaves to Melissa Rowland, a
custodian at North, and to Carolyn
Bogess and Rebecca Williams,
teachers at North.
— They accepted resignations from
Mike Ryan, a bus driver, and Deborah
Adams, a teacher.
— Board members okayed a request
from the high school music department
for risers, stands and tuba repair. Cost
of the purchases and repair is
estimated at $2,500.
— School board members went into a
lengthy executive session to discuss a
personnel matter concerning extended
contract work.
COMPREHENSIVE CERTIHCATE—Past and current Calloway County
school superintendents, along with the present county school board mem-
bers, are shown with a certificate Kentucky Board of Education recently
awarded Calloway County High School proclaiming the school's com-
prehensive rating. Pictured, from left, are Dr. Jack Rose, current superin-
tendent, Joe Dyer, chairman of the county school board, Buron Jeffrey, for-
mer supreintendent, Walter Byars, board member, William B. Miller, for-
mer superintendent, Ferrel Miller, Lubie Parrish and Billy Joe IGngins, board
members. The salami recently went from a standard to comprehensive
rating the highest-academic achievement a high school car achieve in
Kentucky. Staff Photo By Lowell AtrideV
Other Postal Rates Up, Too
WASHINGTON ( AP) — While the
public's attention was focused this
week on the two penny increase in the
cost of a first-class letter, there was
less attentidrapaid to the cost of many
other postal services which also
became more expensive.
One significant change increases the
rent for lockboxes by an average of 38
percent. Millions of Americans,
primarily in rural areas, receive their
mail through the boxes at their local
post offices.
Under the changes that took effect
Monday, the six-month charge for the
srnallest box in the smallest post office
went from $1 to $1.50. In the largest
cities, the rental far the smallest box
went from $12.50 to $14.
In another change, postal money
orders now carry a charge of at least 55
cents, up from a 50-cent minimum. The
new fee is more than is charged by most
banks and other money order dealers.
Other increases for special services
that are added to normal postal rates
are:
—Certified mail, up from 60 cents to
80 cents. Certified mail provides a
receipt to the sender that constitutes
proof the mailing was received.
—Registered mail, up from a
minimum of 62.10 to $3. This service
..safeguards mail by requiring that
everyone who handles it must sign for
it.
—Special delivery, up from a
minimum of $1.25 to $2. Under this
service, letters or other types of mail
are delivered as soon as possible, in-
CHARITY BALL DONATIONS:!- Dean Nrston, right, chairman efaionations
for this year's Charity Ball, Is giving the event's. treasurer, Nancy Walston,
donations received to date. Mrs. Poston said the response from businesses
'has been generous. Today is the last day to purchase tickets for the ball,
3 a the Murra Count Club. Proceeds
go to the Calloway County Comprehend e are e er. K e s,
which include admission to the dance_and a breakfast afterwards, may be
purchased by calling Mrs. Sammy (Janet) Housden, 753-0090 or Mrs.
Wafter (Rainey) Apperson, 753-7590. Pilot° iv 'tone I Gordon
stead of waiting for the next scheduled
delivery.
—Special handling, up from 50 cents
to 70 cents. This service is used
primarly in mailing parcels that
require special attention, such as fruit
or live animals.
—Insured mail, from a minimum of
90 cents to 50 cents. The insurance is
used mainly on the contents of
packages sent through the mail.
—COD., from a minimum of 85 cents
to $1.10. Under C.O.D. service, the
postal carrier collects the price for
merchandise that he is delivering and
returns the money to the sender. C.O.D.
has declined in recent years because of
increases in credit purchases.
Charges for some other services are
unchanged. These include express
mail, address correction notifications
and international air mail.
Fair Pageant
To Be Held On
Friday, July 7
The Fifteenth Annual Miss Murray-
Calloway County Fair Beauty Pageant
will be held Friday, July 7, at 7:30 p.m.
tri the Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State University campus.
Thil annual event is sponsored by the
Sigma Department of the Murray
-Woman's Club and is open to any
Murray or Calloway County girl who
has completed her junior or senior year
in high school.
Paulette Hun/ails the reaming Miss
Morray;Calloway' County Fairs Queen.
Girls interpted in entering the
pageant May tontact Mary Ann
Russell, 753-2832 or Jane Sisk,153-9690
ce om a e pagean wi
benefit ,the Glenda Boone Memorial
Scholarship fund of the Sigma
llepartrnent.
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Lovesick Caller
Is Put on Hold
By Abigail Van Buren
1971D, Crucage intwne N r News Syn0 Inc
DEAR ABBY: A co-worker told me that a 23-year-old
Philadelphia woman got such a wild crush on a 44-year-old
guy who works as a guard at the Montgomery County
Prison, that she called him on the -phone 1,400 times in
three months! She was supposed to.hava.called him at his
home 400 times in one week. Then he changed his phone
humber and she started calling him at the prison! Can you
believe this, Abby?
_ This. co-worker says that the guard actually filed a
formal complaint against the woman. The judge fined her
6300 and put her on probation for three months.
Will you please check this out and see if it's true, or is
my co-worker just putting me on?
PENNA. PUT-ON
DEAR PENNA.: It's no put-on. It actually happened.
The judge warned the lovesick young woman with
telephonitis that if she didn't quit calling the guard, she'd
beosent to prison—but ,Ntri to the one where that guard
was employed.
DEAR ABBY: The daughter of a friend of mine was
planning a large August wedding. However, those plans
were quickly changed when. the bride-to-be discovered she
was pregnant.
So now the family has sent out announcements stating
that_their -daughter was married in April—s, the big
wedding is off.
Under these circumstances, is a wedding gift in order?
JUST ASKING
DEAR JUST: If your wedding gift means. "This is in
repayment for your wedding invitation," then, of course,
no gift is in order. But if it means, "Accept this gift along
with ow best wishes for your future happiness," then a gift
is in order.
DEAR ABBY: BOILING MAD IN PA. made me so mad
I am seeing red. and I'm still "seeing red- (in debt) after
paying for three daughters' weddings that ran over $2,000
each!
I say if the groom's family wants a part in the planning of
the wedding, let them put up some cash; otherwise, it's the
bride's day. and she and her family can have the full say
over all the wedding plans.
I am now looking forward to my son's wedding, and I
don't want a bloomin' thing to do with the plans as long as
the bride's family foots the bill.
SEEING RED IN SEATTLE
DEAR SEEING: Personally, I would like to see the
wedding become • joint effort, shared equally by both
sides.
DEAR _ABBY: For those people who constantly say,
"Oh, my God," or "Jesus Christ," to express anything from
surprise to angst:
If you call on God too often when you don't need Him, He
may not be listening when you do need Him!
L. A. READER
Getting married' Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a %ample do-our-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet. ''How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $I and a long, 'tamped 124 cents) self-addressed
envelope to %bby 132 1.asky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
•••
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Miss Amy. Marie Crim and
James Dean Lancaster, Jr.,
were married April 29, at six
p.m. at Vestavia Hills Baptist
Church. Birmingham, Ala.,
with Dr. Morris Ashcraft of
Kansas City, Missouri of-
ficiating.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Crim,
Jr., of Alabaster, Ala. The
groom, a former resident of
Murray, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James D. Lancaster of
Gadsden, Ala.
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a gown
of pearled Alencon lace and
white silk organza with high
neckline, sheer yoke, cap
sleeves and a chapel train.
Her illusion veil, made by her
mother, was mantilla edged in
pearled Alehcon appliques.
She carried lilies of the valley
and pink and yellow rosebuds.
Attendants
Mrs. David G. Jones of
Fairhope, cousin of the bride,
was matron of . honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss Lucy
Ann Pomeroy, cousin of the
bride, Miss Mary Anti -Bid-
fington, Manchester, Ga.,
Mrs. Charles W. Lancaster
and Mrs. Stanley T. Pitts.
Birmingham. Miss Amy
Rebecca Jones. Fairhope, the
bride's namesake and cousin,
was flower girl.




Training session for leaders
for the Girl Scout Day Camp
will be held at the scout cabin
at ten a.m.
Thursday. June 1
Registrations for 4-H Club
Camp. June 12-16 for ages nine
to fourteen with cost being $27
per person are due today at
tie Extension Office, phone
753-1452.
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters Club-will meet at the
cafeteria of the high school at,
seven p.m.
Xi alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Eng. Center at 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from-ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens. For information call
753-0929.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at the Public Library
at seven p.m. ,
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p. m.
at the lodge hall, North 16th
Street.
Friday, June 2
Golden Age Club will meet
at the First United Methodist
Church social hall for a
potluck supper at twelve noon.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by nine a.m. for morning





The Murray Shrine Ladies
met Tuesday, May 16, at the
home of Mrs. William Moffett,
Panorama Shores. A sack
luncheon was held at noon
with coffee being served by
the hostess.
The group is making gar-
ments such as little dresses,
Jump suits, pajamas, etc., for
the crippled children at the
Shrine. Hospital in St. Louis,
Mo. Apporximately sixteen
garments were finished at the
meeting and 'ready for
delivery to the hospital.
This is a very worthy cause
and any one wishing to donate
materials, buttons, thread,
elastic, or other sewing
notions or even money to
purchase these things will be
gratefully appreciated, a
spokesnian said. Persons may
• ra It 'Mrs: Moffett-,- 486-1418;-4)r-
Atm Henry McKenzie,
-751,13These..if--ienetna.j - gr
Woodrow Dunn, Mrs. Jack
Mrs. James Dean Lancasier,Jr.
gowns with matching chiffon
capes in seafoam. They
carried pink miniature car-
nations, yellow and white
daisies, pink roses and baby's
breath.
The groom's father was best
man. Groomsmen were
Charles Waldron Lancaster,
Birmingham, brother of the
groom, Robert Pitt Lane,
I.angdale, Daniel Fate
Brooks, Camden and William
Steven Cagle, Acworth, Ga.
Candles were lighted by
Jeffrey Pomeroy and
Christopher Jones, Fairhope,
cousins of the bride.
The bride's mother wore a
yellow chiffon floor length
dress and a corsage of sonia
roses. The groom's mother
wore a blue chiffon floor
length dress and a corsage of
yellow roses.
Mrs. Millard F. Waldron,
grandmother of the -groom,
wore peach crepe floor
1111rs. Ralph 'Mtn
length dress and a corsage of
white carnations. Mrs. Louise
Gray Williams, grandmother
of the bride, wore a floral
chiffon floor length dress with
a corsage of matching tinted
carnations.




The reception was held at
the church. Those serving
were Mrs. Ewing Pomeroy
and Mrs. Joe K. Pomeroy,
Fairhope.,, Mrs. Paul K.
Williams, Florence; Miss
Cindy S. Allen, Sylacauga;
Miss Ginger Vinson and Mrs.
Carmen Crim, Sr., Bir-
mingham.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents gave
the rehearsal dinner at The
Ctub. After a wedding trip Ur'
Williamsburg, Va., and
hatlinburg. Tn., the couple
will reside in Alabaster. '
•
Good Shepherd UMW Holds Study:
Special Dinner Planned June .3
Mildred Smith, president,
presided at the meeting of the
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Women
held at the Church on Tuesday,
May 16, at 10:30 a.m. Alice
Knight gave the financial
report.
Mrs. Smith reported on the
Presidents' luncheon held by
the district at Trinity United
Methodist Church, Paris, Tn.,
on May 11, which she and Ann
Sympson attended. An-
nouncements were made of
the fellowship luncheon to be
held at the church on June 16
at eleven a.m.; and the picnic
supper at the new Murray-
Calloway County Park on
Saturslay, June 3, at six p.m.
in honor of the outgoing
pastor, the Rev. Charles
Morris, and the new pastor,
the Rev. Dan Tucker, and
their families.
The program was a mission
study on the "Carribean
Crescent." The group sang
"Jesus Calls Us" and Hazel
Patterson read John 1:35-42.
Katherine Wilson commented
on the scripture emphasizing
Andrew as the disciple who
brought others to Christ, and




Lee-Lassiter gave the in-
troduction and several
members read interesting
stories from the islands. The
benediction was by Doris
Robertson.
A sack lunch was - served




Mary Ridings, Beatrice Henry
from the Martin's Chapel
UMW. Other members
present were Lois Marsh,
Emma Knight, Dorothy Durui -_ _
Esther Sigmon, Bertha






Women of the Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist
Church held its regular
monthly meeting on Tuesday,
May 16, at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Marvin Scott.
Mrs. Homer Fred Williams
and Mrs. Keith Letterman
were the program leaders.
They were assisted by Mrs.
Austelle Crouse, Mrs. Charlie
Lassiter, Mrs. Fred French,
and Mrs. Scott.
Prayer was led by Mts.
French and a business
meeting followed —with plans
for the Vacation Bible School
to begin June 19 discussed.
The Bible School will be held
jointly with the Kirksey
Church this year.
The time of the regular
meetings was also changed to
the third Monday in each
month.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
the hostess, Mrs. Scott.
Shrine Club
Holds Dinner
Members of the Murray
Shrine Club, their wives, and
guests met Saturday evening,
May 20, at the Triangle Inn for
the regular social and dinner.
Jim Armbruster, club
president, welcomed the
group and introduced the
visitors. The invocation was
given by the Rev. Henry
McKenzie.
Those attending were Jim
Armbruster, Larry Robinson,
Jim Williams, Messrs and
Mesdames Freed Cotharn,
Buford Hurt, Bobby Fike, Don
Robinson, Bub Stacey, Paul
Redden, William Moffett,
Clark Joy, Wilson Hewstone,
Phil ,Crihfield, Kenneth
Jackson, Jack Norwine, Jack
Persall, Henry McKenzie,
Woodrow Dunn, Norman
Klapp, and John L. Williams.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Hoover, Mrs. Larue





the latest styles for Disco from
DANsKtiv
The- Poplar Spring Baptist
Church honored the graduates
in the church and community
with a dinner at 5:30 p. m. on
Sunday, May 21.
Dr. Charles Blair of the
Mayfield Mid-Continent Bible
College, was the featured
speaker. Gifts of books and
cards were presented to the
following:
College — Quentin Fannin,
Robert Allen, Gil Hopson, And
Terry Byerly.
High School — Susan
Campbell, David Williams,
Jimmy Walker, David Myers,
Kenny Chadwick, Roger
Johnson, Ricky McCuiston,
Laura Jarrett, and Tammie
Smotherman.
Eighth Grade — Marty
Futrell, Tonya McCuiston,
Lori Glover, Billy Todd,
Rhonda Key, Jimmy Estep,
Dotty Bell, Steve Tinsley,
Deanna Underhill, Monika
West, and Ladonna Overbey.
Special Programs Given At
fVestview And Fern Terrace
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU presented
kritcial singing for the patients
at the Westview Nursing
Home and the residents of
Fern Terrace Lodge for the
May meeting.
Mrs. Louise Short. played
the piano for the singers who
were the Rev. Adams, Freida
Adams, Muriel Wright, Carol
Kelly, Kay Taylqr, Lottie
McCuiston, Rose Ivy, Ruby
Sorority Chapter
Meets At Center
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of : Beta Sigma Phi social
sorority met on Thursday,
May 18, at the Ellis Com-
munity Center.
Two new members, Debbie
Villafour and Wanda Morris,
were welcomed after the
pledge ritual presented by the
new president, Mary Graves.
Committees were appointed





Joyce Thomas, Pam Thor-




Shirley Martin, Brenda Estes,






Earl Van Natter, Sally Van
Natter, Lois Smith, Etta Dick,
Guy Dunn,- Qtis Loy ins, Jim
Hammond, Fronia Hammond,
Cloia Campbell, Mildred
Thompson, and Shirley Werts.
Rev. Adams played the
guitar and sang a special solo.
Specials were also sung by
Kay Taylor "and Carol Kelly.
Chris Bynum, Shon Kelly,
Chris Adams, Lauri Adams,
and Matthew Garrison, all
five years or younger, sang
"His Banner Over Me Is
Love."..
. The church pastor,
Rev. Adams, led devotions at
both places and Earl V
Natter closed with Prayer.
Pairings Announced
For Tennis Group Here
Pairing for the Advanced -
Group women's tennis at the
Murray Country Club  have 
been released for play on
Thursday, June 1, at nine a.m
Note change in date.
The pairings are as follows:
Kathy Burchfield, Sharon
Wells, Emy Edwards, and
Lynn Stout.
Mary Frank V alentane,
Lochie Landolt, Janna
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County Agent Says---
Nutrition & Weight Classes Planned




The Calloway County Ex-
tension Service and County
Health Nutritionist will
sponso a Nutrition, Weight
Control Exercise and Self
Improvement series of
meetings beginning at 10:00
a.m. in the County Extension
Office Monday, June 5. If you
would be interested in a night
meeting call 753-1452.
HOME ENERGY SHOW
Energy for the home costs
more; winters are colder and
summers are hotter and
everyone is worrying about
the big bills. But worrying and
fretting and fuming, instead of
reducing these bills, has in-
creased high blood pressure,
indigestion, and profanity
against utility companies.
There should be a better way
of dealing with this problem.
One approach is to
recognize that cheap elec-
tricity and gas for the home is
gone, perhaps forever, Next,
calm down, and start thinking
about what you can do to cut
down on the amount of elec-
tricity and gas you use in your
home.
The next thing you need to
do is attend the Home Energy
Show which will be going on at
the Paducah Mall beginning
Thursday, June 1, and con-
tinuing through Sunday af-
ternoon, June 4.
Organized and sponsored by
Paducah Power System.
Jackson_ Purchre Electric
YES 1! • • We're Going Out of Business!!!
N0f.1.1. We're NOT Closed Yet!!!
41:11% OFF
AU Merchandise In The Store
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Is now under new ownership.
New owners are Sharon Kerso anti Faye Hurt.
(left to right) Wanda Brown,
Cheryl Farley and Jackie Bogard
For a super cut or style call any one of our 5 hairdressers




































of Kentucky Extension Ser-
vice, this show is being con-
ducted for people who want to
make their homes more
energy efficient.
To assist in accomplishing
this purpose about 20 com-
mercial firms will exhibit a
large variety of equipment
and material designed to
make homes energy efficient.
Representatives from each
firm will be available to
provide information,
demonstrate equipment, and
answer questions. The intent
is to show what's available,
How The Equipment and
Material is used, what it costs,
and where it can be pur-
chased. --
Operating hours for the
Paducah Mall Home Energy
Show are 10:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m., Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, and 1:00 p.m. to
6:00 p.m. Sunday.
After attending theis Home
Energy show, with what you





jectively begin the process of
making your home-- more
energy efficient. Sure, you
can't control what electricity
and gas cost, but you can
control waste and excessive
use. And when the process is
completed you will have the
satisfaction of knowing your
home is properly weatherized,
equipment is working ef-
ficiently, and all family
members are doing their parts
to keep the energy bill down.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers wt. have not
received timir Iseme-dalitiered
4441 The lawmy Wager a
Tides by 530 p.m. Meamkrp
Fridays, bp 3130 p. ea law.
da's urged to ad 753-1116
hews,' 5:30 p. m. mid 6 p.m.,
Maarkey-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
.041 4p. a. Saterderys, to imam
delivery of Ha newspaper. Calb
oust be placed by 6 p.m. was& -










Highly Protective Sunscreen Lotion
• Protects against Sunburn
44#tojeto/7
Stays On f ours

























for Calloway County High
seniors last night and for
Murray High seniors Thursday
evening as well as for Murray
State University graduates
earlier this month, signal a
significant milestone in the
lives of our young people.
The certificates these
students receive—either a
college- degree from MSU or a
diploma from our local high
schools, can be cherished for
life. They also provide im-
mense personal satisfactions •
and gratification to the
graduating students.
These students deserve the
feeling of elation they ex-
perience as they feel their
sheepskin and attain the magic
moment in their lives when
they become known as a
-graduate."
But, following the screams ot
glee, the student should begin a
soul-searching process. Now is
the time for a graduate to
reflect on his or her still young
live and to begin sbaphig their
goals for the future.
The ideals forumalated now,
while the significance of
graduation is still fresh in the
mind, can set an individual's
pace for the lifetime.
One of the main ingredients
to success and happiness in life
• is a proper attitude. A positve
attitude toward life and living
is more valuable than great
- wealth and will enable a person
to put his knowledge to work
productively for himself and for
others.
An AP News Analysis
One obstacle everyone faces,
and may do not even recognize
it until they are caught in a self-
made trap, is the difference
between "getting what you
want out of life." and "wanting
what you get out of life."
Material successes can make
life much easier but if they do
not provide what one wants out
of life, they will be
meaningless. Wanting what you
get out of life is rua just silting
back and accepting the
-everyday_ occurrences_ and 
letting the chips fall where they
may. It is making what is
desired happen through hard
work and determination.
Every person, in order to
develop. the self-respect
necessary for a full and
rewarding life, must at some
time during that life, look deep
within himself or herself and
examine his personal credo for
living,
We urge these graduating
seniors to take this step now. To
establish for themselves their
own ideals, their own goals for
life and, ultimately, an inner
knowledge of well-being that
can never be destroyed no
matter what hardships are
endured or what obstacles
stand.in the way.
Graduates, we congratulate
you. We are looking forward to
watching you as you progress
from the status of wing men
and women, which you are now,
to the leaders of our com-





Escalate To New Highs
• WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.-Soviet
ensiuss are escalating to new heights
•:.as the Carter administration tries to• 4.— - :-Kcope with rising Soviet pressures in
•-:•Africa, an internal crackdown on.-
__dissidents and a Red military buildup in
• Eastern Europe.
• The tougher U. S. tone has part of its
capital approaching the anti-
communist ferver that marked the Cold
War of the late 1940s and the 19505.
The administration's aim is to get
Russia to reverse itself while satisfying
this country's voters — heading toward
the fall congressional elections — that
the government is alert to the con-
tinuing Soviet tests of U.S. resolve.
The rhetoric is mostly that of
Zbigniew Brzezinski, the national
security adviser who has successfully
counseled President Carter to publicize
the criticism and to put more "bite" in
its statements.
Once thought to favor easing the Cold
War, Brzezinski has evolved into a
leading skeptic of Soviet intentions. He
was recently quoted as explaining,
-Anybody who maintains that one has
to be constant in one's views in every
respect for decades isa jerk."
Why the administration is publicizing
its concerns now is not entirely clear.
For instance, there is concern,
particularly at the State Department,
that the partially completed treaty with
the Russians to limit strategic nuclear
weapons might be forfeited in the
turmoil.
A number of key issues remain
_unresolved in the deliberations, which
were reiummg today in New York
between Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance and Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei A Gromyko.
Vance acknowledged that the two
sides made little progress in weekend
talks here despite Carter's personal
Intercession. Hopes for an early accord
:or a summit meeting between Carter
and Soviet President Leonid I.
Brezhnev this summer are receding.
While the Russians are interested in
completing the treaty and aware of the
"negative spillover" from the African
adventurism, a senior U.S. official said,
Moscow is willing to take that risk.
A second concern was raised by
another official 'in general agreement
with the administration.
-'- '20nee- you .et the-
monster out of the basin this country, it
is difficult it get tt-bedLtai," he-told The
Associated Wes'.
 jou stir tiw_.kti-communist
gisyclie to a -ancient degree that it
begins to be really worried about any
deals with the Soviets, then even
dealing with them on a cultural basis
becomes very difficult."
So why is the U.S. taking its new,








Heartline is a ervIce for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems--fast If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran of
World War H. My wife has already
passed away, so I live alone. My
children live in a town approximately
100 miles away, so I see them, but not
real frequently.
My concern now is, if something
should happen to me, I want my
children to have an easy time. I have
heard that the VA will pay a burial
expense. Can you tell me about this?--
K.N.
VA provides up to $250 toward the
burial expenses of eligible veterans and
an additional $150 is available as a plot
or interment allowance, if burial is not
Letters To The Editor
Among the reasons, according to
knowledgeable administration of-
ficials, are these:
—The frustration that Soviet and
Cuban penetration in Africa is
deepening despite private Kremlin
assurances in March that the Russians
would appeal to Havana to cut back.
Since Soviet Ambassador Anatoly F.
Dobrynin talked with Vance-, the Cuban
force has ballooned from about 24,000 to
between 38,000 and 40,000 men.
—The domestic political pressures
that require Carter to demonstrate his
determination in dealing with the
Russians even as he is trying to con-
clude the weapons treaty and an accord
banning all U.S., Soviet and British
nuclear tests.
--Pressures from moderate Arab and
African countries seeking
r,e.assurances, as one U.S. official put it,
"that the president is ready to do some-
thing about the rolling Red tide" in
their regions.
—The hope that the Russians will get
the message, if it is repeated often
enough in public and in private, that
their actions are not consistent with
what Brzezinski calls "the code of
detente."
"My hope," he said last weekend, "is
that through patient negotiations with
us, but also through demonstrated
resolve an our part, we can induce the
Soviet leaders to conclude that the
benefits of accommodation are greater
than the shortsighted attempt to exploit
global difficulties."
In this vein, the administration has
decided to explore with its West
European allies in Paris next . week
possible ways of propping up friendly
African countries, perhaps by using
NATO as a conduit for arms and other
aid.
- A growing White House per-
ceptionanding their military power and
extending its reach.
Specifically, the Russians have
converted to a completely mobile army
and to an air force equipped for of-
fensive tactical missions.. This means
new missiles and new warplanes.
--The repression of dissidents,
typified by the series.of trials beginning
with that of Yuri Orlov. A monitor of
Soviet compliance with the 1975 Hel-
sinki accord on human rights, he Me
been given sentence: -- - 
Bible Thought
. them, 'thry Mai 
be whole need not a physician, but
they that are sick. Matthew 9:12
Jesus is the great physician who
ran mend the body torn apart by
sin and can put it back where it' ran






Contributions to the Murray Corn-
phrehensive Care Center are being
received according to Mrs. Stuart
Poston, donations chairman .for the
annual Charity Ball.
The Charity Ball committee would
like to thank the following contributors
for their donations to this date:
Waldrop Real Estate, Interstate
Battery, Murray Electric System,
Bank of Murray, Pagliai's, Kopperud
Realty, Tappan, Hughes and Gregory,
Murray Theatres, Jones Iron and Metal
Co., Jim Adams IGA , Fisher-Price,
Peoples Bank, I.ittleton's, E: M. Shroat,
H. T. Waldrop, Bernard Bell, Mary Lou
Bell, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Boaz, Mrs.
Harry Sparks.
Donations may be forwarded to Mrs.







I want to take this opportunity to
thank yon for the good news coverage of
my actions, and the actions of other
Representatives, during the 1978
meeting of the General Assembly.
I have always felt that the people who
elect the representatives should be well
informed on our actions, while we are
representing them in the General
Assembly.
I feel that you have done an excellent
job on the news coverage of the 1978
General Assembly.
If I can be of assistance to yoli while
serving in the legislature, please feel















in a national cemetery
government cemetery.
These VA payments will be reduced
or eliminated in cases where the
veteran's employer or a state agency
has wade such payments.
In cases where a veteran's death is
service-connected, VA will pay an
amount not to exceed $800 in lieu of the
usual burial allowances.
HEARTIJNE: I will be 65 years old
in January and I hope to continue to
work until the end of 1979. My company
has a health insurance plan that I am
covered under. Do I still have to take
out Medicare when I turn age 65? — C.
F.
No, you do not have to take Medicare
at 65. However, you should check very
catefully with you company because
many group polices will not cover
employes over the age of 65.
You should sign- up for the hospital
portion of Medicare because this is
free. The medical benefits are
courrently $7.70 per month and for each
year after the age of 65 that you do not
take the medical benefits the premiums
will be increased by 10 per cent.
Heartline has a book for all people
who wish a complete understanding of
the Medicare program. This book is
written in very easy-to-understand
question-and-answer form covers the
whole Medicare Program. To order,
send $1.75 to Heartline's Guide to
Medicare, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please allow
six week for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I have heard that the
postal department has a very high rate
of errors. Do you have any information
on this'—J. D.
Two of every 100 letters dropped in
the nation's mailboxes are delayed
becaused they're routed to the wrong
post office, an internal Postal Service
study says.
Assistant Postmaster General Pete
Dorsey, relating the survey's findings
to the service's governing board, said
the routing error arise from
mechanical and human mistakes as
well as improper ZIP codes.
"Oh, yes," Dorsey replied when a
board member asked him if there were
fewer routing errors before machines
replaced human hands at the sorting
table.
As a example, he said, -a letter
from New York City to Washington
might wind up in Cleveland. You then
have to send it from Cleveland to
Washington. It will be at least on day
late."
He said routing errors are a main
factor in service's inability to live up to
its delivery standards.
''Mail used to be sorted twice, and
that gave you two chances to catch
errors. Now, you only have one shot at
it," he explained.
With machines, a device brings one
letter to a postition in front of a postal
worker. The worker has one second to
punch the five digits of the ZIP code
into a keyboard on the machine. The
numbers punched tell the machine
where in the city or to which other city
the letter should go. The device then
shoots the letter into the appropriate
mailbag.
If the clerk punches a wrong number
the letter ends up in the wrong location.
Sometimes the machine will make a
mistake by itself. However, the
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WASHINGTON ( AP) — The recent
claims that an oil lobbyist got advance
drafts of regulations and sometimes in-
fluenced them could hardly surprise
anyone who has worked in Washington.
Leaking and lobbying are two of the
most popular games in town, next to
tennis.
But the claims sent a spasm of soul-
searching through the Department of
Energy.
"This had better not be true,"
growled spokesman James Bishop Jr.,
on behalf of Secretary James R.
Schlesinger.
Economic Regulatory Administrator
David J. Bardin questioned his staff
and then turned the affair over to the
department's Inspector General for
further investigation.
Bardin aide Douglas G. Robinson
said department officials were already
thinking of putting summaries of
private meetings with regulated com-
panies "on the record" for public in-
spection. _
Robinson said in an interview he lias
already told his own staff to do it.
If Bardin and Robinson succeed in
controlling leaks and lobbies their next
logical assignment has to be the
Agriculture Department, for a total
war against crab*grass.
Exchanges of advice, information
and executives between government
and private organizations are common
here.
And whatever a government office




John Redden of Murray has been
named a director of the J. U. Kevil
Mental Health arOl Mental Retardation
Center at Mayfield.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Linnie
Stokes Meeker, age 80.
Jan Cooper, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
R. L Cooper and senior at Murray High
School, has been named to receive a
scholarship of $300 by the Kentucky
Future Homemakers of America.,
Patricia Harrison is valedictorian
and Cindy Lou Fuqua is salutatorian of
the 1968 graduating class of Far-
mington High' School.
Mr. and Mrs. D. T. Watkins will be
honored with a reception on their 50th
wedding anniversary on June 2 at—the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wilson,
New Concord Road.
Janet Usrey celebrated her eleventh
birthday on May 28 with a party given
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Usrey.
20 Years Ago
The general store of Mr. and Mrs.
Adolph McGee at Penny burned to the
ground yesterday morning despite the
efforts to control the blaze by neigh-
bors, members of the Calloway Rescue
Squad, and a fire truck from the
Murray Fire Department.
A 4-H Soils Judging team composed
of Larry Dunn, Joe Green, and Ronald
McCage, all form New Concord, placed
first in the Purchase District 4-H Soils
Judging contest held May 28 at Murray
State College.
John N. Purdom has completed a
special course in multiple-line in-
surance at an institute in Chicago, Ill.
Dr. A. H. Titsworth and Capt. Robert
Rowan were initiated into the Murray
Rotary Club on May 29 with Robert
Perry conducting the cereminy.
Bethel Richardson and Grayson
McClure brought in fifty-five bullfrogs
in a hunt in Trigg County yesterday
morning.
30 Years Ago
The small brici building formerly
uesd as a -grit& elms room by Faxon
School will be sold at public auctOan on
June 3, according to Prentice L.
Lassiter, superintendent of Calloway
County Schools.
IAA jg.1 Joe Pat Trevathan , son of
Mr and Mrs. Gaylon Trevathan, is
serving with the U. S. Merchant
Marines and was in Japan at the time of
his last letter home.
Murray State College baseball team
• t ,W estetn at Bowling. Green in the
game hot Inatin the niell-PAP.
kittrtey"- Tottchers , were-- treyfor;
Williams,and,Sendets,
Mt- anti Mrs: Rudy A Allbritton and
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Allbritten have left
for a three weeks western motor trip
Including points in Mexico and
California.
"The Jolson Story" starring Larry
Parks, Evelyn Keyes, William
DeMarest, and Bill Goodwin, Is
showing at the Varsity Theatre.
out supposedly confidential information
and proposals to a favored few who
know where to tap the holes.
John F. O'Leary, deputy secretary of
energy and a respected veteran of the
federal agencies, says a lot of the ex-
change is legitimate — even necessary
— but it can get out of hand.
Thus, the American Petroleum
Institute said the activities boasted by
"regulatory analyst" John Iannone in a
memo to his boss were entirely legal,
and part of a legitimate effort to un-
derstand and advise its industry's
federal regulators.
But the memo spotlighted a chronic
dilemma of those regulators: close
contact with the regulated industry is
useful and sometimes vital to them, and
yet too close a relationship threatens to
corrupt the process of honest
regulation.
lannone claimed, "I received draft of
Subpart K la proposed natural gas
liquids regulation) two weeks before
-DOE (Department of Energy) of-
He said he "worked closely with DOE
on gasoline price monitoring and got
them to agree to a number of important
changes, before the system was
released for public comment."
He said he got internal department
studies which then "were carefully
distributed to members of Congress
and were used to discredit DOE's argu-
ments" on behalf of President Carter's
Natidnal Energy" Plan. -
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, May 31, the
151st day of 1978. There are 214 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1910, the Union of
South Africa was founded.
On this date:
In 1740, Frederick William I of
Prussia died and was succeeded by
Frederick II, who became known as
Frederick the Great.
In 1793, the Reign of Terror began in
the French Revolution.
In 1889, more than 2,000 lives were
lost in a flood at Johnstown, Penn-
sylvania.
In 1916, British and German fleets
fought in the Battle of Jutland off
Denmark. It was the only major
engagement between the nations' fleets
in World War I.
In 1443, in World War II, the French
naval squadron at Alexandria, Egypt
joined the Allies.
In 1962, former Nazi Adolf Eichmann
was executed in Israel after his capture
in Argentina and trial as a war crimi-
nal.
Ten years ago: President Charles de
Gaulle of France shook up his cabinet in
an apparent effort to strengthet4 the
government for an election he had
called in the restive country.
Five years ago: The U.S. Senate
voted to cut off all funds for bombing
operations in Cambodia.
One year ago: Rhodesian troops
hunting guer-illa bases seized a town 50
miles inside neighboring Mozambique..
Today's birthdays: Prince Rainier of
Monaco is 55 years old. Pro-football
celebrity Joe Namath is 35. Democratic
Senator Henry Jackson of Washington
is 66.
Thought for today: Never stand Padbegging for that which you have the





























































Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
- We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand' or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article; to respond with their
feetoio otheprticuris r
being :discuised.with a letter to The
- editor. •
I3y the same tokyo, if an Issue is
not been discussed on this page and
A reader legs fliatihe lsieiflerlts
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
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By The Associated Press
. Arkansas Gov. David Pryor
held a razor-thin lead today
over two congressmen in a
race to fill two runoff slots for
the Democratic nomination to
the U.S. Senate seat once held
by John McClellan, who died
Last Novemeber at age 81.
A runoff in North Carolina
was more conclusive, handing
the Democratic senatorial
nomination-to-state Itsurance
Corrunissioner John Ingram, a
surprise victor Over favored
Luther Hodges Jr., the son of a
former governor.
Pryor nursed a lead of less
than 8,000 votes while U.S.
Rep. Ray Thornton and U.S.
Reet—Jins Guy- Ttielter see-
sawed for second, Tucker
trailing by less than 2,000
votes. The two-candidate
runoff is June 13.
With about 460,000 votes
tallied in 81 percent of the
precincts, the unofficial count
showed Pryor with 35 percent
and Thornton and Tucker each
with about 32 percent.
A fourth candidate, political
novice A.C. Grigson, had 2
percent.
Pryor lost in a 1972 attempt
to upset Democrat McClellan
after serving three terms each
in the Arkansas House and
Congress, from the south
Arkansas district Thornton
now represents. In 1974 Pryor
bounced back to win the
governorship and was re-
elected in 1976.
When Pryor ran against
McClellan, Thornton won
Pryor's congressional job.
Thornton had served one term
as attorney general.
Tucker was prosecuting
attorney at tittle Rock amd
served two terms as attorney
general. In 1976 he won the
House seat given up by Wilbur
Mills when Mills retired after
the Fanne Foxe affair.
North Carolina winner
Ingram said he would used the
same populist campaign
issues in his battle against
Republican Sen. Jesse Helms,
a staunch conservative, as he
did tO take the nomination
from Hodges.
We think we have the
people's support and that's all
we need," Ingram said at an
early victory celebration
Tuesday.
Ingram, who trailed Hodges .
in the initial primary. four
weeks ago by 14 percent,.
asked for the runoff Tuesday
because Hodges had failed to
capture a majority: No state
candidate had ever won a
runoff after trailing by more
than 10 percent.
Hodges, the son of former
Gov. Luther Hodges, past
secretary of commerce under
President John Kennedy, won
87 of North Carolina's 100
counties in the first primary,
an eight-way race, and ran
second in the rest. In the
second race Hodges finished
With 55.000 votes fewer while
IngranOgained almost 75,000.




244,695 votes for 54.2 percent,
Government Revises
Thoroughbred Rules
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture has revised its
quarantine on Kentucky's
thoroughbreds, allowing the
interstate shipment of some
breeding horses while adding
racing horses, geldings and
yearlings to its controls.
While state officials and
horsemen -had expected a
significant relaxation of the
USDA's quarantine, the
department's official press
release Tuesday described the
new rules as more stringent.
On April 3, the USDA
imposed a ban on the shipping
of horses bred in Kentucky to
other states. The quarantine
was imposed to prevent the
spread of Contagious Equine
Metritis, a horse venereal
disease.
The revised rules extend the
quarantine to all thorough-
bred horses, including racing
horses, geldings and
yearlings. These horses must
have a veterinarian's cer-
tificate showing their age and
disease status before they car'
leave the state.
The new rules will allow
some breeding horses to be
shipped out of the state.
To qualify, a horse must not
have been bred by natural
means since August, must not
have been on a farm with a
CEM infected horse since
August and must not have
been infected with or exposed
to CEM.
This would primarily allow
mares who foaled recently to
move to another state to be
bred. But it is not expected to
have widespread application.
Most of the requests for '-
lifting the quarantine have.
come from horsemen in other .
states who sent their mares to
gautooky to b• brad oar '
this year and now want them
back on their home farms,
said Dr. Ralph Knowles, the
USDA's chief veterinarian.
The new rules also allow
horses that haven't been bred
since August to leave the state
to be artificially bred.
Since the thoroughbred
industry does not sanction
artificial breeding, that
regulation would apply only to
thoroughbreds that would be
bred to another breed,'
Knowles said.
The new regulations also
allow thoroughbreds to leave
the state to be slaughtered if
they have a veterinarian's
certiftcate and go to a
federally inspected slaughter
house.
Horses may also be shipped.
through Kentucky if they have
a certificate and no previous
contact with CEM.
The revised regulations'
were published in tilt Federal.
Register Tuesday and took
effect immediately.
Knowles said that he hoped
the quarantine could be
significantly relaxed 'within
a month."
Because of the newness of
the disease, "We're having to
move kind • of carefully,"
Knowles said.
Paducah Pharmacist
Given Two Year Terms
PADUCAH, Ky. API — A
pharmacist and operator of a
drug store here has been given
two-year prison terms on each
of five counts of an indictment
charging violation of state
drug laws.
Charles Baird had been
charged with 70
misdemeanors and 70 felonies.
He allegedly wrote false
prescriptions for drugs. He
also was charged with
practicing medicine without a
license.
Commonwealth's Attorney
Mark Bryant said Baird
pleaded guilty to the five
- conntwantifisst thwahar
were cllitmisaed.
Bryant said that under the
arrangement, Baird agreed to
- sell his borrow* end- not to.
work for another pharmacy.
He also voluntarily gave up
his pharmacist's license for
four years and agreed to ap-
pear before the Kentucky
Board of Pharmacy to deter-
mine whether his license
should be revoked per-
manently, officials said.
while Hodges got 206,945 votes
for 45.8 percent.
Arkansas Attorney General
Bill Clinton, 31, won the
Democratic gubernatorial
nomination, open because of
Pryor's senatorial candidacy.
With 81 percent of the votes
counted, Clinton had 59 per-
cent. The nearest of the other
four candidates had 22 per-
cent.
In a four-man race for the
Democratic nomination for
Tucker's congressional seat,
state Rep. Doug Brandon won
a runoff spot. Three men were
in a close race for the other
spot. The winner of the runoff
will face Republican lawyer
Ed Bethune of Searcy.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The River Region Mental
Health-Mental Retardation
Board has suspended Dr.
Mlansaia-Maillsorsastiancutine,
director of the agency.
' bother action Tuesday, the
board extended until June 30
Ilia contract with the con
suiting firm that did riot In-
elude Halikas' name in its






celerated flight of ethnic
Chinese from Vietnam.
Many observers believe the
exodus is voluntary, due more
to the V ienamese Com-
munists' nationalization of
private enterprise, which the
Chinese Communists did
years ago, than to expulsion
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Super strong. super testi
Make panostiont repairs
around the haw at shop
I. tibe:116/110it1 
Wirt: 1 PER ADULT CUSTOMER
NATIONAL
SEPULVEDA, Calif. (AP) —
"It's either them or us, and
we're for us," says the man on
a platform in a roped-off
suburban street.
The speaker is Howard
Jarvis, a 75-year-old former
newspaper publisher, now
head of a landlords'
association and sponsor of a $7
billion property tax cut
proposal, Proposition 13 on the
June 6 state ballot. Pollsters in
California predict adoption of
Jarvis' proposal, which would
cut property taxes by an
average of 57 percent. Gov.
Edmund Brown Jr. opposes
the plan but is drafting plans
to cut back government
services.
JOHNSTOWN, Pa. (AP) —
The discovery of a child's
body in the debris from last
year's disastrous flood stirred
dark memories for Johnstown
residents, especially the
elderly ones preparing to
commemorate an even more
tragic flood that has haunted
them for 89 years.
The lastest flood victim —8-
year-old Cynthia Louise
Gibson — was identified
Tuesday, on the eve of the 89th
anniversary of the day when
2,309 persons lost their lives
under a wall of water that




WASHINGTON (AP; — The
government has released
some bad economic news and
more unfavorable reports are
on the way.
The government said
Tuesday that atthe very least,
Just tear off the right amount, mix together
and make repairs on water heaters, gas
tanks, more. I.4-oz. 07/ER-i.  99C
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All purpose natural-latex gloves. Light-
weight and made to fit like a second
skin 10 gloves. 07/95H/S10.. . _774
Protects furniture, floors, fa,
from paint spills and drips.
Lightweight. StrOOLiciADOP
LIMIT: 1 PEA ADULT COWMEN
food prices will jump by eight
cents on the dollar this year —
double the figure first
predicted by the government
last fall.
At worst, grocery shopping
will be 10 percent more costly
this year than last — up from




Communist moves in Africa -
are dominating much of the
private conversations at the
NATO summit.
NATO delegates are
privately talking about for-
mation of an African security
force to combat the estimated
38,000 to 40,000 Cuban troops in
Africa.
WASHINGTON AP) — The
case of Prank Walus, a SS-
Removes oiiidation from
anything made ot alumi-
num. Brush it on—wash it
off. No scraping necessary.
8 fl. oz. 07/14.1-1 99e
yearold retired Chicago
laborer who is losing his
citizenship because he was
found to have murdered 24
Jewish women and children, is
only one of 169 war crimes
cases the government is
investigating.
Walus, ordered Tuesday by
federal judge Julius Hoffman
to surrender his certificate of
naturalization by June 9, still
may appeal his ease in a
deportation hearing before the
inunigration service. His wife,





include about 14 million people
of Chinese origin, Southeast
Asia's non-Communist
governments are concerned
about tie reason for China's
sharp reaction to the ac-
Leaves a resilient but
toned down finish.
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HAND CLEANER
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stains and grime from clothing. rugs. and
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"baffled. by the disappearance
of an elderly Cincinnati
_couple, but they say the case
-.won't be closed "until we have
- something."
Fifteen state police and
forestry personnel continued
combing Pine Mountain State
Park a second time Tuesday
:/wear this southeastern Ken-
tucky town.
-We've exhausted. every
possible thing we can do in the
park," Trooper Harold Bargo
said in a telephone interview.
• •We've covered the whole
2.300 acres and we're going_
back and covering it again."
Charles L. Arnold, 78, and
his wife, Winnifre4, 81, were
last seen a week ago when
they left the lodge's dining
hall.
The couple had vacationed
in mountain retreats of
Kentucky, Tennessee and
North Carolina for some 50
years, Bargo said.
The search began after they
failed to check out of their
room Friday._and keep a
weekend date with their son,
Bruce Arnold, at Blowing
Rock, N.C., in the Blue Ridge
Mountains.
State police Capt. Edgar
Moss said Tuesday night that
police were investigating one
oat RA E.••
• 'remote" lead.
was contacted tonight by
an individual who told me that
he had received a call from a
reputable citizen who had
received information from a
psychic as to the location" of
the missing couple, Moss said.,
He said that "state police
have not called in any
psychics, and 1 have not
talked to a psychic." But, he
added, "We've got to look at
everything — and I mean
everything. And we are
looking at everything, no
matter how remote it might
Moss said It would "take




Come into FFiElYS today and discover
our new CATALOG ORDER PLAN!
See our friendly COP clerk and ask her
for our new catalog.
Mon-Thurs & Sat. 8:30-6
Fri. 8:30-8:00
Downtown Mwray
check it out completely."
Bargo, who was heading the
search, said the Arnolds were
wearing "just regular street
clothes" when last seen.
"They were not particularly
dressed for hiking or for a
formal occasion," Bargo said
"It was their first trip to the
park, but everyone's In
agreement they had a fairly
decent knowledge of the
forest," he said. "Just
because they had not been
here, they would not have
been strangers to the
outdoors."
Arnold and his wife' were
"avid hikers, evidently in
great shape," Bargo said. "It
was nothing unusual for them
to take a two-or-three-male-
hike.
"We have a complete
medical history on both of
them," he said. "Mr. Arnold
had a slight heart condition,'
but nothing that was of any
great conceni. Mrs. Arnold
had none at all, as far as we
know."
Since the search began.
state police said there was no
indication of foul play.





Bargo said, "and neither the
search nor the investigation,
has turned up any evidence .
indicating foul play. As soon -
as we do, we'll notify them."
State police from posts at •
Harlan, Hazard and Rich-
mond were involved in the
search, Bargo said, "and we
can keep up the search until a
lead is developed or until a
discovery is made.
"The case will not be




Darrell L. Foster, son of Mr
and Mrs. Carl R. Foster of 305
Pine St., Murray, Is a member
of the best security police
group in the Strategic Air
Command.
Airman Foster is a security
specialist at Minot AFB N. D.,
with the 91st Security Policy
Squadron.
The Unit was cited for its
outstanding achievethents
which included the results of
higher headquarters in-
spections, security evaluation
results, safety and par-
ticipation in civic activities.
The airman is a 1977
graduate of Murray High
School. His wife Deveen, is the
daughter- of Mrs. Bessie M.





4 for SC B78-13 blackwallplus $1.72 F.E.T.per tire and old tires
%.11-Vieattice 78
Here's what you get Polyester cord (won't
flatspot!), diagonal ply construction, multiple-













RAIN CNECII - If we sell out of your sire
WI will Issue you a rain check, assuring












Clvi 52 61 FIT
Save $7 Id
Goodyear offers is.full line of double steel
belted 'G8004- S' raffia!' in sizes to fit most
sports cars and imports. (Stop in or call if
your size isn't lilted) Double steel cord
belts, resilient polyester cord boay. and
deep-grooved rib tread make this tire a
favorite with small car owners who take
their driving seriously.
Sari $7.31 Sara WM Sass $f iii
$37 $4O $44 $50
165S1113 insets 'SSW'SPiUS 11.75 F t.t. Plus 81.7/ F.E.1 Plus II 95 F 11.
Blackwell. t4o trade needed.
Just Say 'Charge It'
Use any of these 7 other ways to biay: Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge Goodyear Revolving
• BankAmericard • American Express Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash (Urge UMW
1 WIC) NB
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Geed If Al Siena. _
Gold Medal
Limit 1 Per Customer With 57.50 Additional









W L Pct. GB
Chi 24 19 .5.58
Phil 22 20 .524 11/2
Mont 24 22 .522 1/2
NY 23 26 .469 4
Pitt 20 25 .444 5
SLou 17 31 .354 91/2
WEST
SFra 30 10 .667
anc 29 --I9 604 21/
LA 27 19 .587 31/2
SDie 20 26 .435 101/2
Hous 19 25 . .432 101/2
Atla 18 26 .409 11/2
Tuesday's Games
Montreal 7, Chicago 4
Philadelphia 6, Pittsburgh 1 --
Atlanta 4, Cincinnati 3, 10 in-
nings
St.Louis 8, New York 2
San Francisco 1, Houston 0
Los Angeles 10, San Diego 2
Wednesday's Games
Chicago ( limp 1-4) ittlia0='
treal ( May 4-5), (n)
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 4-6)
at Philadelphia ( Lerch 3-4), (n)
Cincinnati (Seaver 4-4) at At-
lanta (Easterly 0-1 or Ruthven_
2-4), (ril
St.Louis (B.Forsch 6-3) at
New York (Bruhert 1-3), (n)
San Francisco (Blue 6-2) at
Houston ( Lemongello 4-5), (n)
San Diego (Owchinko 3-3) at
Los Angeles (Rau 5-1), (n)
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
Made of lightweight nylon with shock absorbing heel,
arch support, and traction sole.
U. L. Reg. $11.88
SPECIAL
$999
Gott I gal. Beverage cooler. Compact.'• 
full opening, screw tight lid and snap
_Oath, Litrim.qns-t:riir., Size _
X _ th loie.
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Two Games Played
In Kentucky League
Two games were played in
action of the Kentucky
Baseball League in Murray on
Tuesday Night.
In the first game the Reds
edged the Twins 8 to 7 with
McClure on the mound for the
Reds and Peebles for the
Twins. Atkins, McClure, and
Clendenon each had two hits
for the Reds.
Wilson was on the mound for
the Yanks as they beat the
Pirates 16 to 3 in the nightcap.
McMillen was the Pirates'
pitcher Mark West had two




It was the Astros over the
Athletics and the Cilbs past
the Reds in Tuesday night
Little League Play.
Tommy Wagner pitched the
Astros to a 7-6 victory over the
Athletics Tuesday night.
Harry Weatherly was the
losing pitcher.
The Cubs stunned the Reds,
18-1, in a game that was called
in the top of the fourth inning.
Tom Whitlow hit a home run in
that game. He also pitched for
the winning Cubs Team.
Padres Recall
Dave Roberts
LOS ANGELES AP ) -The
San Diego Padres have
announced they have recalled
catcher-infielder Dave
Roberts from Hawaii of the
Pacific Coast League.
To make room for Roberts
on the roster, catcher Bob
Davis was optioned outright
by the Padres to the Islanders.
Roberts hit .251 in 27 games
with Hawaii this season, with
four homers and 24 runs
batted in. Davis played in 19
games for the Padres, hitting
.200 with no homers and two
RBI.
A spokesman for the Padres
said Roberts is expected to
arrive in time for tonight's




Vilas Wants To Prove That Bjorn
Borg Not Invincible As Some Say
BpJOHN M. FLORESCU
Associated Press Writer
PARIS I AP ) - Argentina's
Guillermo Vilas says now that
he's proved he can win the big
ones, he wants to_Aispel
another myth: that Sweden's
Bjorn Borg is invincible.
"Everybody thought I had a
complex about winning the big
tournaments but last year I
won them," said Vilas, who
last year won the U.S. and
French open tennis cham-
pionships. "It's time to end
this talk about a complex."
The short, stocky 25-year-
old from Mar del Plata,
Argentina, polished off new
Zealand's Onny Parun 6-0, 6-4,
6=0 Tuesday In his opening
.natch in the 1400,000 French
Open at Roland Garros
Stadium.
Afterward the defending
champion said he had no
qualms about facing the cool
21-year-old Swede, who is
seeded first here and won the
French open in 1974 and 1975.
Borg won the Italian open last
week.
"If I were afraid of
anybody, I just wouldn't play
tennis," said Vilas, No. 2 seed.
"Our games are very similar.
Borg might be a little faster,
but I am stronger."
Borg plays his opening
match on Wednesday against
France's Eric Deblicker. -
In other action Tuesday,
Italy's Andriano Panatta
rallied from behind to register
a 3-6, 6-2, 6-3, 6-1 victory over
Czechoslovakia's Jiri Grandr.
also advanced into the second eliminated countryman
round field of 64. Francois Jauffret 6-7, 6-3, 6-3.
No. 8 seed Solomon, always 6_4,
a contender here, kept
Britain's John Feaver pinned Joey Bishop AndLathe tilic•RlinR with an endlest_
onslaught of driving topspin,
to win 6-2, 7-5, 6-2.
Ashe appeared confident,
despite heel surgery last year,
in brushing aside Australia's
Phil Dent 6-4, 6-1, 8-2. Ashe, 34,
is unseeded, having returned
to tournament play only
recently.
Gottfried, last year's runner
up here, dumped fellow
American Bill Scanlon 6-2,6-2,
No. 5 Manuel Orantes had a
long, drawn out battle with
Holland's Tom Okker, finally
winning 3-6, 6-3, 6-2, 6-2.
No. 4 Eddie Dibbs crushed
Spain's Antonio Munoz 6-1, 6-3,
6-1.




MASON, Ohio (AP) - Joey
Bishop and Dinah Shore will
be among the entertainers




The 18-hole event will
precede the $150,000 LPGA
Championship June 8-11.
Other celebrities who will
participate in the pro-am
include singers Vic Damone
and Smokey Robinson.
Shore will also be taping her
variety talk show from the
nearby Kings Island family
entertainment center.
Bullets Dig Out Of Hole And
Climb Past Sonics In Playoffs
By TONY BAKER
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) - Whether
you're rooting for , the
Washington Bullets or the
Seattle SuperSonics, big
leads spell big trouble for your
team.
"I really don't think big
leads are that important,"
said Bullets Coach Dick
Motta, who watched his
players dig themselves out of
a 15-point third-quarter hole
and climb past the Sonics 120-
116 in overtime Tuesday night
in Game 4 of the -Notional
Basketball Association
championship series__
"I said it earlier in the
series, it's difficult to keep a
15-point lead. That 24-second
clock dictates that you have to
keep playing," added Motta,
whose Bullets learned that
lesson the hard way in Game 1
when they saw a 19-point
third-period lead evaporate
into a four-point Seattle vic-
tory.
Tuesday eight's game, _
which had a recnit trowd of
39,457 in the Kingdome on the
edge of their seats throughout
the final frantic minutes,
evened the best-of-seven title
series at two games apiece.
Game 5 is set for Friday night
in the Seattle Center
(.'oliseum.
The Sonics appeared headed
for a runaway victory after
rookie forward Jack Siluna's
three-point play gave them a
85-70 lead with 2:72 left in the
third quarter. But suddenly,
the Sonics stopped running,
began taking bad shots and
the big lead slowly began to
dwindle into a big disap-
pointment.
-We played the last quarter
and a half like we had played
the last playoff series against
Philadelphia," said Motta,
referring to the Bullets' upset
of the Philadelphia 78ers in the
semifinals.
- ',We'll come back and play
harder Friday and we'll win,"
said Seattle guard Dennis
Johnson, who scored a career-
high 33 points and blocked a
Bobby - Dandridge shot in the
final moments that assured an
overtime session.
"We let them off the hook,"
said Sonics Coach Lenny
Wilkens. We had it and we
just weren't patient. We didn't
execute down the stretch."
'Down the stre[Ch is Where
Washington played its best.
The Bullets tied the game
midway through the final
period, in which they out-
scored Seattle 28-19, and led
106-104 after forward Bobby
Dandridge hit a three-point
Track History In Making
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) -
James Munyala, a small,
quiet, unspectacular Kenyan
attending Texas-El Paso, can
make NCAA track history this
week in the national collegiate
outdoor meet.
Munyala has won the 3,000-
meter steeplechase in each of
the last three NCAA meets,
Americans Harold Solomilor_,4ind if he wins again Saturday,
Brian Gottfried, Arthur Asbe, the final day of the three-day
Eddie Dibbs and Billy Martin -meet beginning Thursday at
SHORTS
SNORTS SPECIA1 $3"
the University of Oregon, he
would equal the mark of four
victories in the same event -
or its equivalent L- attained by
only one other runner, the late
Steve Prefontaine, in this
annual outdoor extravaganza.
"I hope he can pull it off,"
said Jim Bowden, athletic
director at Texas-El Paso.
Prefontaine, a former star
at Oregon, won the three-mile
In 1970, 1971 and 1973, and the
5,000 meters in 1972, an
Olympic year, when all races
in this meet were contested in
meters in preparation for the
Summer Games at Munich.
However, for Munyala to
match Prefontaine's per-
formance, he likely will have
to beat the world record
holder in the steeplechase,
sophomore Henry Rono, a
fellow Kenyan from
Washington State.
Rono set the mark of
minutes, 05.4 seconds April 22
at Seattle.
O'BRIEN EXHIBITION SKI
FOAM CORE GLASS WRAP SKI











enr,ons • Mere 5.3 Ounces. Measures 316"Overisii. 1419h Speed 4.1 4) 1,(111IN Ratio.Hord Chrome Pisred Line Guide. 01•101Positive PievPickusi Islas. Anodised
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However, Rono has been
suffering from a slight heel
injury recently, and running
the obstacle-plagued
steeplechase course might be
too painful for him. Instead,
he might double in the 5,000, in
which he also set the world
record this year (13;08.4) and
the 10,000, in which his
Washington State teammate
and fellow Kenyan, Samson
Kimombtwa, set the world
record (27.30.5) last year;
play with 20 seconds to go.
But clutch-shooting guard
Fred Brown sent the game
into overtime with a jumper
from the right corner with 14
seconds on the clock.
"I thought we had it won in
regulation," said Motta, "but
Seattle executed that play to
Freddie very well, and then
DJ ( Dennis Johnson) came
out of nowhere, like he has all
series, to block Bobby's shot."
Guard Charles Johnson,
who had scored just eight
points in regulation time, took
command in overtime for the
Bullets, scoring the first
basket on a fast-break layup,
then beating Seattle's defense
downcourt for a jumper that
made it 110-106 with 3:35 to go.
The Bullets led the rest of
the way.
STANDINGS
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pet. GB
Bost 34 15 .694 -
NY 29 16 .644 3
Detr 25 20 tr .556 7
Mllw 23 21 .523 - 81/2
Balt 72 25 .468 11
Clev 21 24 .467 11
Tom 16 31 .340 17
WEST
041111 27 20 .574
KC 24 19 .558 1
Cal' 25 20 .556 1
Tex 23 22 .511 3
Minn 19 28 .404 8
Chi 16 28 .364 91-2
Seat 17 32 .347 11
Tuesday's Games
Boston 4, Toronto 0
Cleveland 5, New York 1
Detroit 5, Baltimore 2
Milwaukee 2, Oakland 1
Chicago 6, California 2
Minnesota 2, Texas 0
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Toronto (Clancy 3-4) at Bos-
ton ( Lee 7-1), (n)
Milwaukee (Travers 1-1) at
Detroit (Wilcox 3-2), In)
Baltimore (Flanagan 5-4 ) at
New York (Figuerpa 5-2),in) 
California ( Aase 2-2) at Chi-
cago (Stone 3-3), fl)
Seattle (Abbott 1-3) at Kan-
sas City ( Splittorff 5-4), (n)
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Baltimore at New York
Milwaukee at Detroit, I n
Seattle at Kansas City, In)-
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womor.-11116.
same team twice in. a row and
you—can imagine -how The
Texas Rangers feel about
their second straight fruitless
run-in with Minnesota's Geoff
Zahn.
Baker, a 21-year-old right-
hander pitching in only his
second major league game —
both against Baltimore — held
the Orioles to three hits in
seven innings Tuesday night
as the Tigers snapped a seven-
game losing streak with a 5-2
victory.
"1 kinda like being a
stopper," said Baker. "It's a
challenge to go in there and'
try to break a losing streak."
Meanwhile, Zahn and Mike
Marshall combined to shut out
Texas for the second time in
nine days, both by 2-0 scores_
Baker, called up last week
from Evansville of the
American Association where
he had a 4-0 record and 1.88
earned run average, held
Baltimore to one run in 61-3
innings in his debut last
I Legal Notice
Baker Holds Orioles To Three
Hits, Tigers Snap Loss Streak
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON Thursday in a game two-run single off Sparky LyleAP Sports Writer eventually lost by efliever in the eighth. Wise gave upDetroit rookie Steve Baker John Hiller. This time, Hiller singles to Mickey Rivers andsays he doesn't Mt to face The came on in the eighth andjlturinab Munson in the fire
retired all six batters be faced Inning and then retired 18
to preserve-Bake-Pi first big- conSecutive battera-untliChris
league triumph. Chambliss homered in the
. Twins 2, Rangers 0 seventh.
Zahn, who pitched 72-3 Brewers 2, A's 1
shutout innings in beating the -Mike Caldwell scattered
Rangers in his last outing May eight hits and Don Money
22, allowed five hits in eight singled home Charlie Moore
innings in extending his with the tie-breaking run in
shutout string against Texas the seventh inning. It was
to 152-3 innings. Caldwell's fifth victory,
Red Sox 4, Blue Jays 0 matching his total for all last
Dennis Eckersley, backed season, and his fifth complete
by solo home runs from Rick
Burleson and Dwight Evans,
pitched an eight-hitter for his
first shutout in a Boston
uniform, his fifth triumph in
six decisions and the Red Sox'
eighth consecutive victory. It
was the anniversary of the no-
-hitter he pitched last year for
Cleveland against California.
Indians 5, Yankess 1
Rick Wise pitched a four-
hitter, Buddy Bell and Wayne
Cage rapped consecutive RBI
singles in the sixth inning off
Dick Tidrow and Andre
Thornton delivered a pinch
1 legal Notice
The herein below list constitutes a list of individuals, firms
and corporations, which have failed to pay 1977 City of
Murray taxes. The amount set opposite the taxpayers name
is the amount of delinquent taxes, and includes penalty,
interest and publication cost. If not paid promptly, legal
action will be commensed to collect full amount of bills and
any unpaid taxes will become a lien upon the described
properties.
s•-• •
t#roes-s,.ise 4 9 
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DELINQUENT TAXES
1977
NAME, BILL NUMBER, MAP NUMBER, AMOUNT
Adams, John B., 41, 1639 Miller, 24-2 $81.25
Allen, Kenneth, 113, 506 Pine, 9-5-10 18.64
Bannon, Henry C., 267, College Hts, 3-11-9 182.17
Barger, Zelma J., 175, Five Points, 1-16-7 ...... _104.68
Beaugard, Georgia, 351, Spruce St., Spruce St 690
Berry, Joseph, 388, Off Main, 6-5-31A 42.12
Betts, Marie Brandon, 396, Broad St., 8-12-15 132.07
Blakley, George, 439,therry & Walnut, 9-19-10  14.73
Brandon, Ed, 608,506 N. 2nd, 9-23-6 & 7  52.68
Brandon, Jane (James E. Nesbitt), 634,
Plainview Acres, 42A-4-22 151.68
Bulder, Lloyd, 749, Plainview, 42A-2-29 153.61
Coats, Terra, 1054, 1st Street, 9-27-4 6  90
Collins, Willie B., 1134, 226 No. 2nd St., 9-15-9 38.20
Crider, Rowland, L., 1292, 212 No. 2nd St., 9-15-14 42.12
Crouse, Roger Dale, 1306, No. 7th, 9-2-9 53.85
Cunningham, Thoedore R., 1348, 302 Cherry, 9-25-7 57.77
Daugherty, William D., 1396, So. 1 1th, 8-5-55 271.00
Dibble, Ralph, 1431, 1400 Sycamore, 4-5-14  44.08
Dowst, David W., 1532, 605 Broad, 8-13-27  34.29
Eldridge, Vickie, 1644, 41-56A  6.90
Gellman, G. L., 2046, Plainview, 42D-3-15  105.50
Gilbert, Vernon & Martha, 2167, RR St., 9-29-2 ,  12.39
Hall, Cyrene Williams, 2362, Coldwater Road, 1-1-1 14.73
Hall, Cyrene Williams, 2363, Poplar & 2nd, 10-17-4 38.20
Harding, Bert, 2399, No. 2nd St., 9-31-16A 9  26
Hill, David. 2610, Broach Sub., 5-25-1 4-4.46
Hornbuckle, Williams, Sr. &Jr., 2746,9-20-1  33.12
Hubbard. Louise, 2811, 1st. SL, 9-30,7................,. .9.26
Hubbard. Louise, 2812, 105 Pine St., 9-30-7  38.20
Jackson, Richard, G., 2971, McElrath Hgts, 6-2-7 .....  209.57
Johnson, Jesse, 3038, Plainview, 42D-3-2-1 136.01
Johnson, Perry Thomas, 3052, 10-26-9A 76.35
Jones, John Dan, 3146, College View, 1-1-9  190.01
King, J. P. 3319, 406 No. 5th, 9-9-20  73.41
Lamb, Mrs. Shellie, 3422, 106 So.10th, 7-1-14  81.24
Martin, Chester, 3739, 9-24-2 67.15
.Mathis, Wayne, 3774, 8-2-6 71.86
AMcCuiston, Porter C., 3881, 9-15-7, ....... 29.21
McGeehee, Desiree, 3919, 9-29-1 29.92
McPherson, Marion Edward, 3997, Bolen St., 9-31-10 .  26.45
Nance, Jerry Kenneth, 4382, Pasco Sub., 14-13 . .198.60
Perry, Willie Earl, 4801, 9-29-8 30.37
Pricer, Stott, 4899, Canterbury, 42P-5-12 185.012
Ramsey, Richard A., 4966, Roberts Inc., 10-31-18 40.76
Roberts, Edward, 5148, Wildwood, 8-15A-5 215.83
Roberts, Edward, 5149, Wildwood, 8-15A4 34.29
Roberts, Edward, 5158, Wildwood, 8-15A-4 49.93
Rutledge, Havana, 5366, 503 No. 2nd, 9-234 6  90
'Rutledge, Havana, 5367, 405 No. 1st., 9-27-5 6  14
Rutledge, Pete, 5368, 312 So. 9th, 7-7-15  186.88
Shirley, Edgar, 5569, No. 4th, 9-13-3  605.20
Skinner, Aberline, 5676, 120 Spruce, 9-30-18  42.12
Sparks, Maggie Martin, 5872, 400 ist., 9-29-4  6.14
Stalls, Buel, 5848,7-21-2 182.96
Stalbl, Buel E., 5849, Industrial Rd., 5049 99.05
Stalls, Buel E., 5850, 9-5-11 224.84
Stalls, Buel F:.,5851, 409 No, 5th, 9-5-12  65.60
Stalls, Buel E., 5852. 9-24 65.60
to 4 etaDelia
SigUla lili.8108:
• • • nnetb42„All9,-GlatesborowiliA2M4.1.-. —421.110
, odd, Myles, & Billy, 6253. No. 4th Ext., 50-3513 30.74
1,1112 et", jtkantimi X. , 81 07T11-4 -
Walls, James, 6532, No. Cherry, 9-23-13 96.89
Walls, Wilburn 6535, 3rd St„ 9-22-15. 66.60
Wells, Billy, 6652, 41-178A 112.20
Wells, Oina, 6669,7-8-SR 12.31







White Sox 6, Angels 2 —
Martinez HurlOnesHitter For Cards
By BRUCE LOWEIT
AP Sports Writer
If Silvio Martinez is looking
for a pitcher to emulate, Juan
Marichal is certainly a better
choice than Bobo Hollornan.
Silvio, a 22-year-old right-
hander for the St. Louis
Cardinals, making his first
major league start Tuesday
night, held the New York Mets
hitless for six innings. Three
more and he would have
matched the feat Holloman
achieved way back on the
night of May 6, 1953 — a no-
hitter in his first big-league
start. Hollornan did it for the




leadoff batter Steve Hen-
derson pounced on a Martinez
pitch and sent it far over the
left fild wall.
End of no-hitter and end of
shutout.
Eventually the Cards won 8-
2 — but Henderson's hit was
the only one the Mets
managed.
It could be a better. one than
if he'd pulled a Holloman.
Marichal went on to become a
consistent all-star, chalking
up 243 career victories.. .which
is to say 240 more than
Holloman, who vanished after
one year and a 3-7 record in
the majors.
The Cards scored twice in
the second off Jerry Koosman
on Ken Reitz's single. RBI
singles by Garry Templeton in
the third and Mike Tyson in
the Iourlh Made it 4-0, then
they blew it open against
reliever Butch Metzger with
four runs in the seventh, three
on George Hendrick's homer,
his fourth of the season and
the first since being obtained
last Sunday from San Diego.
Giants 1, Astro' 0
Bob Knepper did it all for
the Giants, scattering five
Houston hits for his seventh
victory and second shutout of
the season, and hitting a
seventh-inning sacrifice fly
for San Francisco's only run.
It was the Giants' 15th
victory in their last 18 games
and widened their NL West
lead to 21/2 games over Cin-
cinnati.
Phillies 6, Pirates 1
Greg Luzinski blasted a
three-run homer off Pitt-
sbu,r,gh's Bert Blyleven in the
first inning, all the runs the
Phils' Steve Carlton needed.
Carlton hurled a five-hitter.
Expos 7, Cubs 4
Montreal's outfielders, Ellis
Valentine, Andre Dawson and
Warren Cromartie, homered
in the Expos' victory over
Chicago. The Cubs' NL East
lead was shaved to 11/2 games
over the Expos and Phillies.
Everybody Seems To Be Falling
Valentine's two-out homer
in the fourth off Rick Reuschel
broke a scoreless tie.
Dodgers 10, Padres 2
Rick Rhoden's four-hitter
and homers by Steve Garvey
and Lee Lacy carried Los
Angeles past the Padres. The
Dodgers blasted Eric
Rasmussen off the mound in
his first start since being
obtained from St. Louis,
scoring seven runs off him in
the first two innings.
, Braves 4, Reds 3
Gary Matthews' leadoff
homer, a first-pitch rocket
over the center field fence off
Cincinnati relief star Doug
Bair, gave Atlanta its 10-:
inning triumph. Bair, who
entered the game with an Olio
earned-run average, left it at
0.89.
Heard Gunning For
Second Win In Row
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
Jerry Heard-, winner Or ffie
Atlanta Classic Sunday after
bouncing back from injuries
that had taken him off the pro
golf tour for months at a time,
has history behind him in
gunning for two victories in a
row at the Kemper Open this
week.
Shooting for a $60,000 first
prize in the $300,000 tour-
nament that runs Thursday
• , through Sunday at QuailIn Love With LPGA's Nancy Lopez joins field ttylatCfleuabiurHeseaarldl
but about a dozen of the top 100. Chet Lemon and Lamar 
money winners this year.Johnson hit consecutive home 
Tom Weiskopf, three-timeruns in the third inning off 
winner and defendingFrank Tanana,8-2, as the 
champion, tops the lineup thatWhite Sox posted their fourth 
also includes such stars asstraight triumph while the 
Gary Player, Lee Trevino,Angels lost their fourth 
Arnold Palmer, Ray Floyd,'straight for the first time this 
Hale Irwin, Ben Crenshaw,season. 
Lanny Wadkins, Miller
Barber, Lou Graham and 1978
PGA tournament winners Jay




( AP) — Blake Dunlop, the all-
star American Hockey League
center for the Maine
Mariners, was awarded the
Les Cunningham trophy today
as the league's most valuable
player.
The Hamilton native was
purchased by Philadelphia of
the National Hockey League
last year and assigned to the
Flyers' AHL affiliate, where
he led the club to the Northern
By WILL GREMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
"Every morning when I
wake up, I have to pinch
myself," says bubbly Nancy
Lopez. "I fall in love all over
again with life.
"It's all so beautiful — the
golf course, thee people,
everything. I can't believe it's
happening to me.','
It's a two-way love_ affair.
Everybody is falling in love
with Nancy, too. She is the
scrarklingest meteor to streak
across the ladies' golf scene
since the late Babe Dridrikson
Zaharias 30 years ago.
She is young — just 21 —
with the dark beauty of her
Mexican-American hePltage.
She is effervescent, tota
lacking in false pride and
conceit. And she is good.
"Some people get big-
headed when they start having
success," she says. "I hope I
Division crown and the Calder jever change.".....,
—11-aughler lir a
Terry Murray, also of Maine
and a first team all-star,
received the Eddie Shore
trophy as the league's top
defenseman while Norm
Dupont of Nova Scotia
Voyageurs was awarded the
Dudley Garrett trophy as top
rookie.
Roswell, N.M., auto body shop
owner and less than a year on
the tour, won her third
straight tournament — fifth of
the young season — with a
recordsmashing finish
Monday in the Golden Lights
Classic in New Rochelle, N.Y.
A week before qualifying
JOHNSON PUBLISHING CO., INC.
LOMAR, INC.
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Member National Varier Pete Service Amorist “In
Ai...etj 'ubbabetir 1k11,4 mepersee•-•• • , _
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Not a Telephone Company Publication
OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL
BE CALLING ON YOU SOON.
- - - - s - - -
school last July, she finished
second in the U.S. Women's
Open. She Lad two other
runner-up finishes before
suffering a hand injury, yet
became the tour's Rookie of
the Year. -
Already she has won $96,4449
this year, zeroing in on Judy
Rankin's record $150,734, and
in less than 10 months as a pro
has earned $144,405.
Great champions came
along in the persons of Mickey
Wright, Kathy Whitworth and
Rankin. This sport cried for
something else. Supporters
thought the answer might be
found in golfing cover girls
such as Laura Baugh and Jan
Stephenson. But their stroke-
making never measured up to
their striking good looks.
The ladies' game kept
looking for a unique, over-
whelming figure such as the
matchless Babe who, after
_ginning the British ladies
ln the 194s, stunned
her staid hosts by remarking:
"I just loosened my girdle and
let 'er rip."
Nancy possesses the same
free, unfettered spirit but less
flamboyance.
After a day's round, Nancy
doesn't rush back to the mote)
to practice putting on the
motel rug.
"I forget golf," she insists.
"I love music and TV and a
good dinner with friends."
Her best friend now is a big,
handsome bloke out of
Chicago, Ron Benedetti, who
pitched on the Tulsa
University baseball team
while both were there.
"We planned to get Married
in 1979, but have become
unengaged," she explains.
"We still see each other when
we can. Right now I can't
afford two loves. I want to
prove myself the best woman
golfer ever, then retire, marry
and have a houseful of kids."
NBA Playoffs
NBA Playoffs at a Glance









Seattle at Washington, if nec-
essary
Wednesday, Jaw 7
Washington at Seattle, if nec-
essary
Try Advertising in
The Yellow Pages and the Telephone Company are not
synonymous. Published by Lamar, Inc. & Johnson
Publishing Co., publishers of city directories and telephone
books for over 45 years and a .member of the National
Yellow Page Service Association, "The Other Phone Book"
is dedicated to providing telephone listings and advertising
for the LOCAL market area. It has all the information of a
regular telephone book PLUS more. Published annually
and delivered free of charge- to all telephone book sub-
scribers in your local area, "The Other Phone Book" is
used in preference to the regular telephone book (as town
by actual survey ) .
Now Users Nato
"The Other Phone Book"
Morgan, Barry Jaeckel, Lon
Hinkle and Jim Siinons.
Heard, noted for his
wisecracking nature and for
whistling on the golf course as
he works, has played well in
the Kemper. He is the fifth
leading money winner in the
tournament, with $51,172.12,
and .has four finishes in the top
dozen, including a second and
a fourth.
After winning at Atlanta, he
said he wants another victory
so he can qualify for the World
Series of Golf.
Defending champion
Weiskopf is put at the top of
the list of Kemper players
because he has captured first
place three times during the
Kemper's 10 previous con-
tests. He won it in 1971, 1973
and last year, and the fluid-
swinging Ohioan has picked
up $159,221 in nine Kemper
appearances.
Missing when the tour-
nament begins Thursday
morning will be Jack
Nicklaus, who has played the
Kemper on . only two
casions. Also absent will be
Tom Watson, Hubert Green
and Mac McLendon. The
latter two are playing in a
benefit tournament staged by
blind golfer Charley Boswell
In their home state of
Alabama.
Preceding the tournament




The Cubs and the Cards
were winners in Park League
action at the Murray-
Calloway County Park last
night.
In the opening game, the
Cubs beat the Astors 34-12 and
the Cards beat the Mets 26-15
in the nightcap.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
















.By NOT advertising, Your LOCAL
competition will have the big ad-
vantage. Since people; prefer "The
Other Phone Book" your ad in the
large phone book may not be seen.
To determine what hotrieholders and bustnesses like about nur
Prefer Sas Plseow boob to Utility Mows, Beek :
33.5% Preferred "Toe Ofitios leek" 
V14621t
telephone book we place user response cards in earh book A
representative sample of these returroi showed the following
1.3% preferred the May lime Seel ' 
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3 inch diarnter dial gives tem-
perature reading while moving at




















Anti Perspreqt ...pray 25 oz
Powder !Thy Ar, Perspirant
Spray 2.5 oz Dou. le Protection
Anti Perspirent Spray Un-
scented 2.5 02 [. uble Protec-










Closed cell foam flotation, high •
visibility, yellow with colorful
striped dual belts. Coast Guard
Approved.
Rods ond reels are locked securely and sofel,
plate. Will not get broken or Marred b
bouncing orotund in boot or camper Mounts
any position, on ony flat surface
Mode of durabil r, tough Cycoloc. Screws




























One & Two Piece, Assorted
Styles & Colors







































No kin, No Stein
4 et. Plastic Belk
Liners
20-26 Gal.
10 liners with Ties
974.,
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FREE $100.00 BILL
Given Away Each Week
Last Week's Lovala Page
Winner Murray
^Nothing to Buy No Cards To Punch •Al( You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning. 
•rmpthrees or Palters and their FarnMes not eligible to %/MI .Adults
414 may register .You du not have to be present tu
Pride of Illinois
Early June











. Golden Cream Style r$1 79
17 oz. 7 7Corn *viierinehie 
.110011 SPE-
 Low Overhead 
Means Lower Prices 
CIALS
Prices Good Thursday, June 1
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2 $ for 100
Bath Size - Save 17'
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Rubye Roberts Dies; Was Retired Calloway Teacher
Mrs. Rubye M. Roberts Of
513 South Seventh Street,
Murray, retired school
teacher, died this morning at
four o'clock at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tn. Her death followed an
illiness of only a few weeks.
The Murray woman was the
wife of Taz Roberts who died
Dec 13, 1953, and was the
daughter of the late Felix
Moss and Ale Wells Moss of
Ca'Iowa) County, She taught
school for thirty-three years
with her last years as teacher
at Faxon and Almo Schools.
Mrs. Roberts was a member
of the First Christian Church
James—FE Blatki
Rites Held Tuesday
The final rites for James H.
Blalock were held Tuesday at
1:30 p.m. at the chapel of,the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. T. A.
Thacker officiating, Gus
Robertson, Jr., as soloist, and
hers. Oneida White as
organist.
Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery with military
rites being conducted by a unit
from Fort Campbell.
Mr. Blalock, age 59, died
Suriday at 11:25 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Margaret, mother, Mrs.
Essie Blalodr., two daughters,
Mrs. Jay Bucy and Mrs.
Michael Jull, one brother. Pat
Blalock, and two grand-




' The funeral for John
Raymon Rayburn of 518 South
llth Street, Murray . is being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating and Jerry
Bolls directing the
congregational singing.
Active pallbearers are Jim
Fain, Tom Shirley. Mack
Snider. Mike Raybutii. Robert
Blalock, James Hill. Serving
as honorary pallbearers are
members of the Earl Nanny
Sunday School Class of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ and of Local No. 40 of
the Boilermakers Union, of
which Mr. Rayburn was a
member. Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gar-
dens.
Mr. Rayburn. age 68, died
Tuesday at 6:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
boilermaker,. Born July 13,
1909, in Calloway County, he
was the son of -the late Jack
Rayburn and Nona Mahan
Rayburn.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lonnie White Rayburn,
to whom he was married on
June 16, 1935; one daughter,
Mrs. Thomas( Bettye
Paschall, Pury ear. in one
son, John Van Rayburn and
wife Ditie, Nashville, in.; one
sister, Mrs. Edgar (Mary
Nell) Shirley, Newport
Richey, Fla.; three grand-
children, Mrs. Duke
(Lucretia) Veazey and Miss
Beverly Gail Paschall,






Chicago, Ill. — A free offer of
special interest to these who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating-
model of the smallest Beitone
aid of its kind will be given ab-
solutely free to anyone answer
this advertisement.
Ture, all hearing problems
are not alike... and some can-
not be helped, but man cam.;
So, send for this frea model
now, and wear It in the
privac) of sour own home. It
is not a real hearing aid, but it
will show you how tins hearing
help can be It's yours to keep,
free The actual aid weighs
lees than a third of an ounce
and it's all at ear level, in One
Unit - - • along the way.., Be mare-to let others know where you
—These-lvmdsilvagirire'--are..:Be-sureTrgirean 
boresetied-ii need be 'In fad, • ---INSURAlla (:(WPAP4Y
row•wartieeto...tiiimialeiteass:a.
and was active as a member
of the Group II of the Christian
Women's Fellowship and
Wear-Helm Service Circle
Class of the church. She was
also a member of Murray Star
Chapter No 433 Order of the




daughter, Mrs. Joe (Nancy)
Thurman. 609 Sycamore
Street, Murray; one son, Gene
Roberts, 901 Meadow Lane,
Murray; four grandchildren,
Tom and Elizabeth Thruman,
Teri and Greg Roberts; two
brothers. Pat Moss,
Englewood, Calif., and Joe
Moss, Hays, Kansas; two
sister-in-law. Mrs. J. E.
(Sallie) Blair, Magnolia, Ark.,
and Mrs. Felix Ralph
(Juanita) Moss, Paducah;
live brother-in-law, Vernon,
Grogan, Frank, Bill, and
Paula Kay Mason's
Rites Held Today
The funeral for Miss Paula
Kay Mason of Kirksey Route
One is being held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
the Rev. R. B. Cope and Bro.
Joel Smith officiating.




Lowery, and Mark Prather.
Burial will follow in the Mt. Survivors
Olive Cemetery near Gobs. daughters,
Miss Mason, age 17, died of
injures sustained in 'an
automobile accident on
Sunday. She was a member of
the 1978 graduating class of
Marshall County High School.
She is survived by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
B. Mason, and her grand-
mothers, Mrs. Jessie Mason
and Mrs. Lava Burnett,
Kirksey Route One; two
sisters, Mrs. Ronnie Barnett,
Murray Route Eight, and Mrs.
Donald Smith, Mayfield Route
Seven; two brothers, Barry
and Mark Mason, Kirksey
Route One.
Hollis Roberts, all of Murray.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home will be pi






Services • for Mrs. Gertie
Lane of 1801 College Farm
Road, Murray, are being held
today at two a.m. at the
chape of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Randolph Allen and the Rev.
A. M. Thomas officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is organist.
Activepallbearers are Dee
Hicks, Zelner Cossey, Oscar
G. Turner, Jr., Donnie Turner,
John Reeves, and Ed Postel.
Honorary pallbearers are
Howard Lane, Frank Lit-
tlejohn, Jerry Allen, Frank
Lane, Nelson Littlejohn,
Earnest Littlejohn, and Edd
Littlejohn. Burial will follow
in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Lane, age 86, died
Monday at 11:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Andrew J. Lane, died June 20,
1970. She was a member of the
Northside Baptist Church.
Born June 17, 1892, in Dan-
ville. Ill., she was the





(Virginia ) Cossey, Cadit
Route Five, Mrs. Oscar ( Mary
E. Turner, 802 North 19th
Street, Murray, and Mrs. R. J.
(Ethel Mae) Kaiser, •Tuscon,
Ariz.; one son, Lee F. Lane,





Final rites for Jeffrey
Gregory Satterwhite of
Murray Route One were held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
Capel Hill Baptist Church in
Graves County with the Rev.
Howard Miller cifficiating.
Pallbearers were Mike
Watson, Terry Boggess, Shane
Tidwell, Jimmy Walker,
Teddy Futrell, and Kevin
Scruggs. Burial was in the
church cemetery with the
arrangement by the Byrn
Funeral Home of Mayfield.
Mr. Satterwhite, age 17,
died of injuries sustained in an
automobile accident on
Sunday. He was a member of
the 1978 graduating class of
ralloway County High School.
He is survived by his father




and stepsister, Robin Hayden,
all of Murray Route One; his
mother, Mrs. Doyce Gregory
Walker, Selma, Ala.; grand-
parents, Mrs. CL. Sat-
terwhite, Murray Route One,
and Mr. and Mrs. Vernie
Gregory, Sr., Mayfield.
FLORIDA SEMINAR—Six members of the Gilloway
County School System recently attended a seminar en-
titled "Refining the Middle School" in Clearwater Beach,
Florida. Those attending left to right were Jamie Potts,
Calloway County High School; Reita Ladd, Southwest
Elementary; Johnny Bohannon, Cuulum Supervisor;
Linda and T. Patterson, East elementary and Johnny
(angles, North Elementary. The seminar was conducted
April 16-21 at the Sheraton Sand-Key Hotel on Clearwater
Beach by the American Association of School. Ad-
ministrators and the National Academy of School
Executives. A professional Staff Development grant from
the Kentucky Department of Education made it possible




Rev. Walter Mischke Appointed
Methodist *Church Pastor Here
The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr. was appointed
minister to Murray First
United Methodist Church
today at the eleventhsession of
the Memphis Annual
Conference meeting at
Lamteith College in Jackson,
Tenn., Dr. Mischke was
named to succeed Dr. James
A. Fisher, Sr., who retired at
this -session of the Memphis
Conference, by Bishop Earl G.
Hunt of the Nashville Area of




JACKSON, Tenn. ( AP) —
Committees in the eight dis-
tricts of the Memphis Confer-
ence of the United Methodist
Church are to begin meeting
next month to discuss a
merger with the Tennessee
Conference.
William P. Bailey Jr., dtrec-
tor of the Conference Coupcil
Graduates 28 On TVesday en Ministries' anneunced the
McDaniel Cemetery,
located three mites east of
Dexter, will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday, June
4. A basket lunch will be
served.
All persons interested in the
upkeep of the cemetery are
urged to attend to make their
annual donations; or if unable
to attend persons may mail
them to Myrtle Jones, Route
One, Dexter, or C. C. Coy, 416








exercises at seven p.m. on
Tuesday; May 30, with
Richard Adams, a former
teacher, as the speaker.
Adams, a graduate of
Kirksey High School and
recipient of two degrees from
Murray State University,
taught biology, chemistry and
science at Farmington from
1959-1973. For the past five
years, he has been instructor
of industrial elecstricity at the
Mayfield-Graves County
Vocational Center.
Donna Kay Usher, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Usher of
Mayfield Route Six, was the
valedictorian of the class with
a grade average of 117,43. -
Timothy Louis Barnes, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Barnes of Farmington Route
One, is salutatorian with a
grade average of 96.62.
According to Farmington
Principal C. W. Jones, the
following seniors received
diplomas:
Timothy 1 Louis Barnes,
Russell Eugene Coleman,
Jerry Lynn Crawford, Donald
Michael Crews, Phillip Duane
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Carp , of M irray, are fa follows:
Industrial Avg +4.16
Air Products '364
American Motors  Inc
Ashland Oil  -14
American Telephone les
Ford Motor 411.4 -1-4.
General Motors 61 +44












Wendys  364 bid, 17.4 ask
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.4,
up 0.2.
Below dam 313.2, down 0.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.5,
down 0.9. -
Below dam 316.7, down 0.8.





Methodist Church, located at
the intersection of Mayfield
Highway 121 and Kirksey
Highway 299 at Stella, will
hold its annual Vacation Bible
School from Monday, June 5,
through Friday, June 9.
Classes for nursery
through sixth grade will be
held from 9:30 a.m. each
morning, according to Norma
Edwards, youth counselor of
the church, and the Rev.
Julian Warren, minister of the
church, who invite all youth to
attend the school.
Federal State Market News Service May
31, 1978
Kentucky eurciwee Area llog MN*
Report Includes Roylagaelliga-- - --
Receipts Act UN Ed. re 8111TOws &
Gilts steady See Iowa Sows utast/ 11 00
lower
US I -2203-230 lb. $49 50-49 75
few $50 00
US 1-3 200-240 lb.  $49 25-49 50
US 2-4 240-260 lb& 148 25-49 25
US 3-4 260-280 lba  zs-4e 25
Sows
US 1-2370-350 Ws $41 0042 00
US 1-3 300-600 lbs $40 00-41 00
US 1-3 450-500 lb. 542.0041.00
US 1-3 500-650 lb. 143.0641.111
few $44.50
US 2-3 360-500 ,0
Boars $27 00-37 CO maidlly1111=
By Kenny Imes
Summer time is vacation time for many people. It
will soon be here. Every year you hear, "Never
again"-when' vacationers return from bumper-to
bumper clogged highways, and from plane travelers
who spend more time in getting to and from airports
than they do in air. People forget past irritations and
are ready and anxious to do it again. Some travelers
enjoy the crowds of picture taking tourists in
cosmopolitan areas. Others bypass beaten paths and
trek to remote, untouched spots for inspiration in
isolation. They prefer to see only their own foot prints
in the sand.
For whatever intentions you have for, travel or
vacation this year, may we make some suggestions?

















" stigges1 AWOrrrrr°'Wire YOIreiritee 
liraittTnIrrifffrasetaerweeerva)- _
Is no cost, aod certainly no yourself..
obligation Thousands have
already been mailed, so write
today to Dept. 2006, Beltone
Electronics Corp.. 4201 W Vic-
toria. Chicago, 60646






Robert Allen Piper, Jeff
Rogers, Anthony Doyle Smith,
Chett Lee Smith, Jeffery Kent
Smith, Kenneth lames Stahl.
Anita Gil Black, Donna
Evelyn Black, Pamela Gwen
Brown, Cindy Lynn Gregory,
Njoni Lynn Harris, Diana
Lynn Morgan.
Cheryl Wilson Newsom,
Tressa Barney Rhew, Mary'




Connie Leigh Travis, Sheena
Leab Tynes, and Donna Kay
Usher.
scheduled meetings Tuesday
at the 1978 Memphis Annual
Conference at Lambuth
College.
Following the July com-
mittee meetings, alternative
merger proposals will be aired
for church members at
district hearings scheduled
this fall, Bailey said.
His committee web Tornied
in 1976 to investigate a
proposal by Bishop Earl G.
Hunt Jr. of Nashville that the
110,000-member Memphis
Conference and the slightly
smaller Tennessee Con-
ference be merged by 1980.
The annual conference was
to conclude today. Some 700
delegates have been meeting
in Jackson since Sunday.
Doctor of Ministry Degree
program of Candler School of
Theology, Emory University.
In the 27 years of his
ministry, Dr. Mischke has
served six pastorates in West
Kentucky and West Ten-
nessee, including two in
Memphis. Prior to the six
years just completed as
district superintendent for the
Dyersburg District of the
Memphis Conference, the
United Methodist Church, he
was pastor of First United
Methodist Church, Milan,
Tenn.
Dr. Mischke -and his
Dr. W. E. Nitschke, Jr.
Rev. Robert E. Farless was
returned for the second year
to the position of associate
minister of First United
Methodist Church. Rev.
Farless enters his 29th year in
the pastoral ministry of the
United Methodist Church.
Dr. Mischke, minister in the
United Methodist Church
since 1951, was born into a
parsonage home September 1,
1931. His father, Dr. W. E.
Mischke, was pastor of the
Murray First Methodist
Church, 1959-63.
Reared in various towns of
the Jackson Purchase
(Memphis Conte:alma), .he
graduated from Fulton High
School in 1949. Dr. Mischke
received his Bachelor of
Science degree in 1953 from
Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky. The
Master of Divinity degree was
conferred by the Vanderbilt
Divinity School, Nashville,
June 1956. On June 21, 1978,
lambuth College, Jackson,
recognized his leadership and
contributions by conferring
the honorary Doctor of
Divinity degree. Dr. Mischke
is currently fulfilling
requirements of the in-career
Rev. Robert E. Farless
wife, JoAnn, daughter of Mrs.
H. J. Burkett and the late Dr.
H. J. Burkett, have three
_children, Steven, a student at_ -
Emory School of Theology,
Atlanta; Philip. and Paula,
both of whom are students at
Southwestern at Memphis.
Mrs. Mischke, a home
economics graduate of
Murray State University, has
been employed by the
University of Tennessee
Extension Service in Dyer
County, Tenn. with. respon-
sibility for the expanded foods
and nutrition education
program.
Two Private Planes Hired To
Spray For Mosquitoes In Area
By HKABE:RT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Two
privately owned commercial planes
have been pressed into service to help
the state spray for mosquitoes in
western Kentucky.
State Agriculture Commissioner Tom
Harris said the two planes were
scheduled to join a state-owned plane
Tuesday and were expected to be used
for at least 10 days.
"They are being hired under a con-
tract approved previously in case we
got behind," Harris said. "We are
getting behind."
Harris said the state's efforts to
control mosquitoes in western Ken-
tucky have been hampered by a similar
battle against ticks and by recent rain.
The state plane has been spraying for
mosquitoes in Webster, Hopkins and
Muhlenberg counties in recent days,
while two trucks have been in use in
Fulton County.
I3iat with the recent confirmation of
two cases of Rocky Mountain spotted
fever in Lee and Harlan county, two
other trucks have been sent to eastern
Kentucky to spray for ticks. Rocky
Mountain spotted fever, which can be
fatal, is transmitted by tick bites.
Harris said -the two private planes,
owned by the Ftiggins Flying Service of
Adairsville, were to spray in Marshall,
Livingston, Lyon and McCracken
counties Tuesday, flying out of the
Gilbertsville airport.
"We just didn't want to get behind
and it looked like that was what was
going to happen to us," Harris said.
Both the planes and trucks are
spraying the insecticide malathion,
which is effective against both
mosquitoes and ticks.
"But in the mountains we are strictly
after ticks," said Harris.
Harris said the three planes, on a
normal day, can get in about five hours
of air time, depending on how far the
airport is away from the spraying area,
ancicover between 2,000 to 3,000 acres
per plane.
—That gives us between 6,000 and
9,000 acres per day on a normal day,"
Harris said. "Hopefully we can push
this thing and get caught up."
Harris said the two private planes
will cost $185 per hour — $85 per hour
for a 200 gallon plane and $100 an hour
for a 300 gallon plane.
He said a decision on their continued
use will be made on a day-to-day basis
"Ten days of pretty weather and we
can spray the tar out of them down
there," Harris said. "But if it is an on or
off thing, it could stretch out over two or
three weeks."
Some Hospitals May Lose
Funding Under Proposal
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Under a
proposal from federal health officials,
certain rural hospitals would lose funds
if they failed to deliver at least a
specific number of babies a year.
For example, the East Kentucky
Health Systems Agency, which coor-
dinates health care in the eastern half
of the state, has approved a draft plan
that would cut funds to any hospital that
delivers fewer than 250 babies a year.
Its cOuriterpart, Kentucky Health
Systems Agency-West, has set a
preliminary annual requirement of 500
deliveries for hospitals to be eligible for
state and federal funds for maternity
service.
The plans are part of a program tor
regionalization of health care by the
U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare and the nation's 202 re-
gional health systems agencies.
The proposed regulations have met
opposition in several counties, where
some civic leaders say that doing away
with maternity service would cheat
residents, degrade the hospitals and
discourage new doctors from locating
in their communities. .
Officials of the two health systems
agencies say that numerical guidelines
could lower the state's infant mortality
rate and that the threat to rural ma-
ternity service is not as great as some
doctors believe.
Welfare Fraud Investigators
To Be Added To State Forces
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky AP) — Five
welfare fraud investigators will be
added to, the state's forces because of
the volume of tips coming in on a toll-
free line designed to help crack down on
cheaters)
Before the special telphone number
was publicized, 20 investigators worked
full time for one month in Jefferson
County.




brpught guilty pleas. at
"Our announcement of the welfare
fraud line has proven so effective that
we must hire more agents to handle the
volume of information," Human
Resources Secretary Peter COR11 odd
Tuesday.
The phone number is 1-800-373-2970
and Conn said the 25 investigators will
follow up on information given.
He said that because of several
hundred new leads in Jefferson County
generated by the fraud line, the in-
vestigators have remained in the
Louisville area longer than originally
intended.
The investigative teitin will move' to
northern Kentucky in June to ferret out
welfare cheating in that area, Conn
saki. computer .malchint 1131::(Jetect'
open one 'mon ago, w moee n "b"—' 4"—•In the Jefferson County prosecutions,
halfhriginating from Jefferson County Miller is seeking criminal penalties
plus reimbursement of overpayments
from those found 'guilty.
Usually, the step taken has been only
to get the excess payments beck..,
713“111.5-.4_4 11 wafare fraud among f employ-
Conn said western Kentucky had the
second highest showing of almost 15
percent and the remainder of the calls
were evenly distributed from the rest of
the state.
Kentucky is one of the first states to
institute the fraud line, and it also is
tied in with a computerized matching of
names on unemployment insurance and
welfare rolls.
The Human Resources Department is
working with thr state attorney
general's office to identify fraud in the
Medicaid program and nearly 100
.suspected caws of fraud in that field
have been compiled. 0
In addition. Kentucky is among 25
states participating in a federal
1































































































































































































Friday the entire fourth
grade at Carter School went
Japanese for the day. Dianne
Harris, social studies teacher,
and Jean Hurt, science
teacher, presided over the
day's activities that
culminated an intensive six
week study of the cultural,
histbrical, geographical, and
social-political life of the
Japanese people. For a day
the 59 American fourth
graders dressed like behaved
like, spoke like and ate like
their counterparts a half a
work} away. Enthusiasm was
everywhere.
Under the supervision of the
two teachers, with. Margot
McIntosh and Denise Roose,
student teachers, students
participated in four major
activities. They did word
search puzzles, looking for the
Japanese words they had
learned throughout the past
six -weeks. They wrote their
own Haiku, poetry consisting
of three lines ,,and painted it on
tie-dyed shrolls to take home.
They played both Chinese and
American checkers. And they
answered a questionare using
all the factual information
they had accumulated during
the unit.
Also on the schedule was a
songfest with students per-
forming the Japanese songs
they had learned from Joan
Bowker, the music teacher.
Other students were going to
present the Japanese dances
they had learned.
Each room was decorated
profusely with decorations
that the students had made;
masks, mobiles, orgami, hand
lettered signs featuring
Japanese writing, phonetic
sounds, and meaning. There
were displays of beautiful
dolls various students brought
from home and real Japanese
money of various
demoninations. One
classroom even had a set of
temple bells.
Most of the kirnona clad
girls and "happy coated" or
korati outfitted boys were
eagerly awaiting lunch. After
eating their American sack
lunches, Japanese style on the
floor, they each got, to try
some • of the Japanese
delieacies- their- parents and
teachers had prepared. There
was an initial hesitation when
confronted with woks full of
strange things, but they all got
caught up in the adventure
and everything was devoured
in short order.
Just before spring break,
Miss Harris sent home a note
to each parent asking if they
would like to participate in the
Japanese Festival by
preparing a Japanese dish.
Included with the note were
some recipes of easily
prepared dishes. Parents had
the option of preparing
something else, as long as
they let Miss Harris know in
advance. The response was
gratifying and the selection of
Japanese dishes at the festival
was truely inspiring. -
The children were caught up
in the excitement of what their
parents were going to
prepare, what they were going
to wear, and how they would
finish their special projects.
The team approach to
various units is not new to
Mrs. Hurt, who has organized
both a Hawaiian Day and a U.
N. Day for previous students
with the cooperation and help
of other teachers in Carter
School.
Miss Harris, in her first
year in the Murray School
System, has been delighted
with the response from her
fourth graders. She has spent
severa1. years teaching
seven& and eighth graders in
Chicago and tries to end each
year with something very
special for the students to
remember.
Formerly she has organized
Early American Festivals and
-Mekican-Pestivals. She finds
the younger children are less
inhibited and more thoroughly
involve themselves in each
aspect of the festival. Miss
Harris tries to incorporate as
many facets of learning with
such a special unit as possible.
This includes math, language,
arts, science, geography,
history, music, physical
education, as well as social
studies. The first half of the
unit she tries to spend on the
book, with film strips and
additional reference work in
the library to offer sup-
plementary learning skills.
She asks children to bring
authentic artifacts from home
to share with • the other
students. The second half of
the unit is devoted to a special
project, which must be
researched, and that can later
be taken home.
Today the fourth grade from
Carter School shares some of
it's Japanese recipes with our
readers so that they can have
their own festival with family
and friends.
Oyako Dom burl
4 cups hot cooked rice
1 whole chicken breast
Study On Soil Conservation-
Pratices-Order Across Nation
"GAO (the U.S. General
Ac(ounting Office) made a
study a couple of years ago on
the effectiVeness of con-
servation measures," Thomas
said. "They made recom-
mendaPons they thought
would help bring about more
conservation. They found soil
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The executive director of the
state Board of Elections
credits low voter turnout and a
lack of local issues for the
smooth handling of votes in
last week's primary election.
"It was an easy one for us,"
said Charlotte Mullins, whose
agency gathers the final vote
totals from the state's 120
counties. "It was the easiest
year we have had and I expect
the fall will be the same way."
Ms. Mullins thinks the low
voter turnout played a large
part in the smooth election. A
lack of controversial or close
races also is expected to
produce a low voter turnout in
November.
The three-member Board of
Elections is scheduled to meet
Monday in the Secretary of
State's office to certify the
votes from the primary, in NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) — A
which nominees for Ken- Hempstead, N.Y. secretary is
tucky's seven Congressional the last person to file a suit
seats and one Senate seat before the deadline in con-
were chosen. nection with the Beverly Hills
The only local race was a Supper Club fire May 28, 1977,
Republican primary for a in which 165 died.
vacancy in the Cumberland Vivien Rivers, a secretary
County judge-executive office. in the office of the New York
Ms. Mullins said her office State District Attorney's of-
had received 51 forms from fice, sought $85,000 Le $95,000
county clerks certifying the in compensation for injuries
vote count in their county as of allegedly suffered in the fire.
the Memorial Day holiday She is the 255th plaintiff to
weekend. enter the case, in which more
"1 don't know of any than $2.8 billion in damages is
Controversies In this primary, now being sought from some
so we should have all of them 1,600 defendants.
in by Monday," she said. Carolyn Thomason, her
She said no running total is attorney, said Mrs. Rivers
kept. Her staff will tabulate was injured while visiting
the results by hand on Friday, friends in the restaurant. The
and fidd any more that are action .was filed Tuesday in
.-.11AVnA,4*-4A-414.',A1V-4104444.AtulaLiaaini ii maRim...Cauaiggittommem&o. - adverse effects on prior to the board meeting. • • The Southgate, Ky. Fire
-411)41,at-AkiiillAiliw•eitakrLg - .-mv.Allanitiailiaaaaisk4)hat41aikaftAeepia)4inen4. -was- Amami, Is-or.
this sort," he said. "It ( the the county figures are not fire at 'the harried-out site of
soil) moves from where it received by the time the board the showplace Tuesday.
was. That don't mean it's all meets, it will certify those "We put a little water on it
gone, although a lot of it does counties that are in and will and it was out within five
go down in streams and so meet again when all 120 have minutes," said Southgate
forth. been received to certify the fireman Mel Whitehead.
loss was still significant.
"So the (agriculture)
department — and I guess
Congress might have been a
part of this — decided they
would try to change the
direction this was going in and
zero in on the problems of
conservation measures," he
said.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
A national study has been
ordered on soil conservation
measures in 171 counties,
including seven in Kentucky,
to learn why soil loss his in-
creased since 1940 despite a
multi-billion dollar federal
conservation effort.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture, which ordered




servation Service fir more
than 40 years.
A recent federal report said
average yearly soil loss per
acre increased from eight tons
in 1940 to 12 tons in 1976, but an
agriculture official here said
Tuesday he doubted its ac-
curacy.
"These are estimates and
who's going to make them?"
Roger Thomas said in an
interview. "Some say 12 tons,
some say nine tons. I think the
average is more like nine tens
now.
"This ( 12 tons) is a
natiOnwide figure. Ours in
Kentucky and east of the
Mississippi River, in the
heavy rainfall areas, would
tend to be on the heavy side if
we didn't fight a pretty hard




Perry and Webster counties
were among those chosen for
the study. All are "pretty
heavily rural-oriented," but
have little else in common,
Thomas said.
The project will attempt to
find the rate of soil movement
and evaluate human in-
fluences, including crop
rotation, terracing, vegetation
covers, and construction of
farm ponds and run-off con-
trols, Thomas said. No date
for completion has been set.
"We are trying to find how
much soil is held in place and
how much would be lost
without conservation prac-
tices," he said. "The name of
the game is trying to hold the
soil in place.
"Once you get the soil
others. _
She admitted the board's
function is mostly a formality,
with the board accepting the
certifications sent in by the
local clerks. Most disputes are
handled on the local level
before reaching the board.
Several local disputes which
resulted in court cases caused
last November's general
election results not to be
certified until December.
Under law, the Board of
Elections meets the second
Monday following an election








L 4 cup dry sherry
1 tsp. sugar
one-third cup soy sauce
lo cup chicken or clam
broth
Directions
Skin and bone the chicken
breast and shred the meat
finely.
Slice the mushrooms thinly.
Trim the scallions and chop
a few teaspoonfuls of the
green part for 4arnish. Shred
the remainder.
Beat the eggs.
Mix the domburi ni shim
(sauce). Toss the chicken,
mushrooms, and scallion in
the domburi ni shiru.
In a he..vy pan (the non-
stick) heat the chicken
mixture to a boil. Stir for a
minute or two until the
chicken is becoming opaque,
lower the heat to simmer, and
stir in the beaten eggs. Stir
quickly until the eggs are just
barely set. Ladle the mixture
over the hot rice. Garnish with
the reserved chopped scallion.
Chicken & Cucumber
Soup
I whole chicken breast




Green part of 1 scallion,
minced
Directions
Bone and skin chicken
breast. Put bones and skin into
about 5 cups of water. Bring to
boil, reduce heat and barely
simmer for about 20 mins.
Shred chicken meat and
cucumber.
Strain broth through a
cloth. Heat to boiling. Add
sherry, chicken, cucumber
and salt. Barely simmer until
chicken is just done. Taste for
seasoning.
Awayukikan
2 TB. unflavored gelatin
"a cup cold water
11/2 cups boiling water
1/2 cups sugar
2 egg whites
ke tsp. cream of tartar
1 tsp. vanilla
Directions
Add the cold water to the
gelatin in a large bowl. Let the
gelatin soften. Add the boiling
water and the sugar and mix
well until the sugar is
dissolved. Pur the gelatin
mixture into a square pan
about 8" x 8", preferably
glass. Let cool slightly. -
Beat the egg whites with the
cream of tartar until they are
stiff and dry.
When the gelatin is thick
and viscous, beat the vanilla
and the egg whites into the
gelatin. If the egg white
mixture rises to the top ( you
can see it in a glass dish) beat
again at intervals until the
separating ends.
Chill. Cut in squares and
serve.
Shrimp Kim ml
12 medium large shrimp or
20 smaller ones shelled and
deveined
cornstarch
2 cups chicken broth
2 Tb. sugar
4 cup sherry'
I4 cup soy sauce
3 egg yolks, beaten lightly
• Directions
Make a small cut along the
back of each shrimp, being
careful not to spilt it. Dip the
shrimp in cornstarch, shake
off excess.
Heat the broth, sugar,
sherry and soy sauce to
ASSORTED
IGA
boiling. Dip each shrimp in
egg yolk, then Arop into the
boiling broth. When all shrimp
have been added to the broth,
reduce the heat to barely
simmering. Cook for 7
minutes.
Divide shrimp and broth
evenly into four bowls. Serve
hot.
Somen
8 oz. thin spaghetti
3 cups well-flavored chicken
broth
4 Tb. soy sauce
LiP7Sugar
Directions -
COOK the spaghetti in
plenty of water for about 20•
Fourth grade
Japanese day.
minutes or until very soft.
Rinse an dram.
Heat the broth, soy sauce,
and sugar to boiling. Add the
noodles.
Somen may be garnished
with minced scallion.
Crab Sunomono
6 oz. fresh, canned, or frozen
crabmeat
1 medium sized cucumber
1 tsp. salt
Sauce:
2 Tb. cider vinegar
2 Tb. sherry
4 tsp. sugar
2 tsp. soy sauce
Directions
Peel the cucumber in thin
strips, to make decorative
green stripes. Cut it in half,
scoop out the seeds, and slice
very thinly into little o's.
Place the slices in a bowl and
sprinkle with the salt and 5 Tb.
cold water. Toss to mix well.'
Let stand 1/2 hour.
Drain and rinse cucumber
and squeeze gently to remove
excess water. Pick over the
crabmeat and remove all
cartilage and shell. Rinse the
crabmeat with cold water and
drain. Arrange crab and
cucumber attractively on
_
Mix the sauce ingredients
together and serve as a dip.
students at Carter Elementary School recently participated in a
Photo bv Iconic B. Gordon
Wiray Ledger & Times








































PAGE 2-II Mt MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & nuts, Wednesday, May 31, 1971
Dr, gay Nall, Resource Projects Manager for Land Between' The Lakes, inspects asnail with Mark Smith, Paducah, and Nick Sullivan, Nashville, Tennessee, during theNature Extravaganza weekend held recently at Land Between The Lakes and LakeBarkley State Resort Park. The weekend was cosponsored by the Kentucky Depart-ment of Parks and Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstrationarea.
(TVA Photo by Robert Duncan,
'Cuisine Au Table'
Not For This One
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Waiter, roll that fiery chuck
chariot, that flaming chuck
wagon. back into the kitchen.
The flambe course is not for
As one who has spent all his
formative years and a good
portion of his married life
eating in the kitchen, I do not
yearn to have the scene and
the smells recreated for me at
the table when I dip into my
credit card purse to dine in the
poshest of places.
- Do the necessacy with the
steak Diane and le canard
flambeau out of my sight and
as far as possible from my
queasy sense of smell. Never
mind flashing those gleaming
copper skillets and polish
silver cooking urns with a
spirit lamp flickering un-
derneath. The hiss of burning
fat, the sizzle of scorched suet
provide nothing short of a
complete turn-off for my taste
buds.
The reek of garber-the
gestation aromas of sauce
Bernaise, the acrid smell of
onions browning in hot butter
invest my nostrils with a
nostalgic revulsion for the old
company mess hall at Fort
Dix, where the mess sergeant
ladled out greasy portions of
corned beef hash from the
steaming steam table, while
little rivulets of perspiration
ran down his bare chest and
under his dog tags.
Why do I always think of
that when the maitre d' is
standing there in his cut away
coat and starched, studded
shirtfront ready to pour the
cream to my taste into the
gurgling fettucini?
"Not here," I want to
scream. "Take it back to the
kitchen where it belongs!"
Does this fear of flambe go
back to some childhood
trauma, a glob of undigested
campfire marshmallow? A
coal-black Boy Scout hot dog?
I know for sure the short
order cook in the diner at the
intersection of the Interstate
does a better job cooking in
public than these aging
Tenderfoot scouts in their
CHIMNEY SWEEPING
Beat the Foil Rush. Coll Now
For Your Appointment With





*Custom Fitted Bird Screens
Call 759-4878
frock coats and grease-wilted
carnations. At least I don't go
out into the night with my hair
reeking of garlic and the back
of my collar stained and
singed by the blue flame of
cognac cookery.
Cuisine an table is fraught
with dangers. I was on a
Norwegian ship once when
they doused the lights for the
windup of the captain's gala
dinner and the waiters came
in with trays of Baked Alaska
held on high. High enough to
set off the ceiling fire
sprinklers.
Bananas Foster, a delicious
dish, caused the fire that
burned down Brennan's great
restaurant in New Orleans.
it's back in business now.)
The flames from the flambe
dessert were sucked into the
air-conditioning vents as a
waiter emerged from the
kitchen with an order.
The nice thing about dining
in Chinese restaurants, where
here or in the People's
Republic, is that all the
cooking takes place behind the
window-less doors of the
kitchen. The inscrutable
Orientals do not share their
secrets or their failures with
the paying customers.
The only thing I ever really
yearn to have set aflame in a
rpstaurant is the check.
The earliest record of an or-
ganized system of shorthand
dates back to 63 B.C. in Rome.
Around that time, Marcus Tul-
lio Tiro invented a system of
notae used to record the
speeches of Cicero, Seneca and
. other members of the Roman
senate.
Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and ' 2 price on
9
Combination Salad (with meal) 9InsideDiningOnly
Super Special For Kids 1 /
Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 P.M.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good














_-, Frances Drake= -
FOR THURSDAY
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES /el"  fi, Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Just the right day to bring off
something new in your oc-
cupational area. Move fast!
Evening hours favor romance.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Lots of action indicated in
areas which have been quiet for
some time. Get into it while the
time is ripe — and profit!
GEMINI
May 22 to Jima 21)
Your magnetism should be
working overtime now, so
the initiative in advancing both
career and personal interests.
What you ask will be given.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Give careful thought to
decisions you must make soon.
Call on interested associates if
you think they can help. There's
more than one way to get ahead.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
A good time in take the
initiative in business matters, to
express independence of
thought and action. But DO tone
down your innate aggressive-
ness.
VIRGa. WOAug. 24 to Sept. 23) —
A new approach to a financial
matter advised. Look beyond
the immediate situation.
Potential is greater than you
may imagine.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Neither fear to step into a new
or changed picture, nor step too
quickly before you are ready.
Know your ground sufficiently
and that of associates, too.
SCORPIO '
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Meet







, JUNE I, 1975
sAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Wriir ).
While you await develop-
::.ents or results of efforts,
:Tamed with other good plans,
Arils: Don't sit back, satisfied
aith previous endeavors — or
gains.
(APRICORN
Dec.23 to Jan. 201 Vtil
Speak in discreet words, with
temperance and compassion
foremost: It will:work wonders
now. Opposition? It can be a
healthy challenge. Self-control!
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Influences highly stimubiting.
Overzealousness, overreaching
may terript. Hasty words and
deeds could cause endless
redoing and undoing; leave
-cars, too.
PISCES - XFeb. 29 to Mar. 20)
A good day for considering
future projects; also for
developing helpful contacts,
Just one admonition: Don't let
emotions influence your
decisions.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly individualistic and so
versa We that you could succeed
in ifinost any field of your
choice --with the proper
training, of course; could
especially excel in writing,
music or any occupation which
involves travel. Your yen for
travel, in fact, could lead you
into the field of exploration,
with great success. You are
highly imaginative, original in
your thinking and enjoy
association with alert,
progressive people. No matter
what career you finally settle
upon, however, your originality
will evidence itself. On the
personal side, you are
gregarious, warm-hearted and
generous almost to a fault. Try
to conquer tendencies toward
extreme moodiness, however.
Birthdate of: Brigham Young,
Mormon; Pat Boone, singer;
Marilyn Monroe, film star.
Let's Stay Well By J L Blasingame, M.D
High Blood Pressure
When Does it Begin?
Q: B.Y. writes to ask
whether we are making
any progress in treating
high blood pressure. He
wants to know when it
begins in a particular per-
son.
A: Significant progress
-I& being made in control-
ling high blood pressure.
Certain authorities now
believe that,..among the
American population, a to-
tal of up to 35 million
citizens have this disease
in varying degrees of
severity. Of this number, it
is estimated that not more
than 20 percent follow the
appropriate treatment of
the illness. In spite of some
progress, much more
needs to be done.
Medicines are available
to reduce the blood pres-
sure toward normal in
most cases. Treatment re-
duces complications when
the pressure is brought to
or toward normal.
An elevation of blood
pressure may produce no
symptoms for years, but it
slowly damages the arter-
ies over the body and pre-
maturely leads to heart
disease, stroke, or kidney
failure.
Certain risk factors are
known to aggravate the
effects of high blood pres-
sure and make them
worse. Smoking tobacco,
diabetes mellitus, lack of
exercise and obesity are
some factors. An elevation
of fats in the blood and
chronic stress are also
thought to be harmful.
The tendency to high
blood pressure may be
inherited. It tends to run in
families. For example, if
one of the parents has
hypertension, the children
are more likely than aver-
age to develop the condi-
tion and should be
checked.
When does high blood
pressure begin? The onset
is variable. It is now rec-
ommended that the blood
pressure in children be
measured beginning when
they are three years of
age.
Most physicians feel that
mass screening of children
for high blood pressure is
not necessary. According
to Sidney Blumenthal of
the National Heart, Lung
and Blood Institute:
"We recommend that
children have their blood
pressure measured when
they are being checked for
other health concerns. For
example, when they're get-
ting a physical in school,
perhaps being checked for
a sports program, or when
they are taken to the fam-
ily physician, either for a
checkup or for treatment."
Because the blood pres-
sure in children varies
from time to time, those
with a tendency to a persis-
tent elevation should be
labeled, as "high normal
blood pressure." Such a
description helps to avoid
undue anxiety by the child
or parents. Medicine usu-
ally is not needed, but
these children with higher
than average pressure can
be given general guidance
and observed over a period
of time. In a limited num-
ber of hypertension cases,
the cause is known
( secondary ), but most
show no apparent reason
(primary).
Blood pressure can be
determined by using a sim-
ple compressible cuff on
the arm.
The most southern district of
-India's Madhya Pradesh state
is Bastar, which was estab-
lished when the two former



















































dence is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase. It is
designed to help older
persons remain in





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to





I 3. Can not- get_ the
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LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
March 23, 1978
The Honorable Mayor and Board of Councilmen of the City of
Murray
City Hall, Murray, Kentucky 42071
Gentlemen:
We have examined the balance sheet of the City of Murray
General Fund, Disaster Fund, Emergency Fund, Anti-
Recession Fund, Hospital Tax Fund, and flevenue Sharing
Fund as of December 31, 1977 and the related statements of
revenue, expenditures and fund balances for the year then
ended. Our examination was made in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards and accordingly in-
cluded such tests of the aocounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the cir-
cumstances.
In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and
statements of revenue, expenditures and fund balances
present fairly the financial position of the aforementioned
funds of the City of Murray at December 31, 1977 and the
results of operations for the year then ended, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a
basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Respectfully submitted,
SHACKELFORD, 'GOODE & THURMAN,
Public Accounts
Kenneth Geode
COMPARATIVE grATEMENT OF REVENUES AND
EXPENDITURES





FOR THE YEARS ENDED
DEC. 31, 1977 DEC. 31, 1976
Pen. ' 456,484.58 421,734.07
Taxes-Franchise 38,120.21 49,894.82





Privilege Licenses 89,394.52 90,527.68
Auto Permits 84,506.27 77,172.31
Police Court Fines 54,044.77 53,017.39
Parking Meters 16,940.49 18,875.51
Cemetery Lots 7,250.00 12,415.00
Building Permits 4,028.15 2,561.50
Parking Lot 3,022.40 3,840.89
Sanitation Dept. 283,029.81 275,463.46
Insurance Tax 148,236.06 106,762.99
Murray-Calloway
Co.. Park 23,332.63 15,524.53
Dog Licenses 202.00 496.00
Planning Funds 8,265.00 9,262.50
Municipal Aid Tax 1,333.43 -0-
Kentucky Gas Tax -0- 6,541.82
Other 1,065.77 5,735.80




Total Receipts-Net 1,204,462.86 -1168,989.38
EXPENDITURES 1,140,168.86 1,130,443.62
Excess of Recipts
over Expenditures 64,294.00 38,545.76
General Fund Cash-
Beginning of Year 49,617.39 11,071.63
General Fund Cash-
End of Year 113,911.39 49,617.39
GENERAL FUND CASH — DECEMBER 31,1977
On Deposit




Bank qf Murray 100,833.33
Total 113,911.39
STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES









Murray-Calloway County Park 21,340.86
Housing Commission 6,970.67
Office Expense 7,446.33
Tax Cost 3 794.72





GENERAL EXPENSE AND SUPPLIES
General Insurance 16,067.00
Employees' Hospitalization Insurance 52,197.50
Social Security 52,645.77
Workmen's Compensation Insurance  - 32,025.00
Employee's Retirement 18,299.36
Utilities 4,522.43






Car Expense  660.00
Office Expense 1,372.44




Murray-Calloway County-Park Board —.-. —35,000.00








Supplement from Ky. Law Enf. Foundation ( 28,654.63
Supplement from Rev. Sharing Fund (129,128.00
Anti-Recession Fund ( 13,340.00)
Other Supplements ( 5,261.21 )
%4,188.06










Ssitary-Judge And Secretary 16.4113.9h
oi II
4
Salary-Prosecutor   3
,069.64



















General Expense and Supplies












General Expense and Supplies
Office EXpenSe 
Utilities 










LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL MIME LEGAL 11171111
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1977
FUND BALANCE - DECEMBER 31, 1976 145,538.92
RECEIPTS
U.S.A.-Revenue Sharing Entitlements  302,970.00
State of Kentucky - Paving Program 45,015.85
Interest Income  2,635.88
Total Receipts 350,621.73











 416.22 Ambulance Service 
897.59 Water for Fire Hydrants 
7,003.43 Municipal Utilities Building-Note Balance 
 5,733.47 Cemetery Property and Maintenance 
































Gasoline and Oil 2,126.53
Utilities  709.94
. 23,851.50
Total-Sanitation Department  242,682.92
Total Expenditures - General Fund  1.140,168.86
ANALYSIS OF DISASTER FUND
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1977
. -FUND BALANCE - December 31, 1976 5,637.97
DISBURSEMENTS
Bridge Repairs-8th Street  r. .448.49
Street Repairs 356.25
Total Disbursements 804.74
FUND BALANCE - December 31,1977 4,833.23
STATEMENT OF EMERGENCY FUND
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DECEMBER 31, 1977
ASSETS
Certificate of Deposit-Bank of Murray
Dated January 14, 1975-24 Months 6,276.91
FUND BALANCE
Balance, January 1.1977   5,911.41
Interest Added   365.50
Balance, December 31, 1977  6,276.91
ANALYSIS OF ANTI-RECESSION FUND
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,1977
FUND BALANCE - December 31,1976 5,288.00
RECEIPTS




Police Department  199.95
Street Department 624.50
Sanitation Department 1,360.12 2,184.57
Building Repairs 884.08
Police Salaries 13,340.00
Donation-Community Children's Theatre  2,000.00
Total Disbursements, 18,408.65
FUND BALANCE - December 31, 1977 
ANALYSIS OF HOSPITAL FUNDS















1972 --  - .17,060.91
1973 17,972.07




Total Tax Collections  412,910.76
Interest Received on Certificates of Deposit
Prior Years 35,963.95
Year Ended December 31, 1977 6  318.32
42,282.27
Interest on Bond Redeemed Prior to Maturity   1,233.7F
Transfers from Construction Fund 2  352.15
Total Receipts 458,778.96
DISBURSEMENTS
Retirement of Bonds 
Bond Interest Paid ... 



















144,230.37FUND BALANCE, DECEMBER 31,1977 
REVENUE SHARING FUNDS ACCOUNTED FOR
Cash on Deposit-Peoples Bank of Murray 19,092.20
Cash on Deposit - Bank of Murray 20,410.39
Certificate of Deposit - Peoples Bank of Murray 30,000.00
Savings Account - Peoplets. Bank of Murray 74,727.78
FUND BALANCE, DECEMBER 31,1977 144,230.37
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION




Cash on Deposit-Bank of Murray. 7766.99
Peoples Bank 5,286.07
Petty Cash    25.00
Savings Account - Bank of Murray 100,833.33
113,911.39




Total General Fund Assets 1,099,972.39
DISASTER FUND
Cash on Deposit - Bank of Murray 4,833.23
EMERGENCY FUND
Certificate of Deposit - Bank of Murray 6,276.91
ANTI-RECESSION FUND
Cash on Deposit - Bank of Murray  219.35
HOSPITAL TAX FUND.
Cash on Deposit - Bank of Murray 3,971.76




Cash on Deposit-Peoples Bank 
19,092.20
Bank of Murray 20,410.39
Certificates of Deposit - Peoples Bank 30,000.00
Savings Account - Peoples Bank 74,727.78
144,230.37
Total Assets - All Funds 1,378,004.01
•
LIABninrs AND NET INVESTMENT
LIABILITY - GENERAL FUND
Notes Payable - Bank of Murray  62,957 06
NET INVESTMENT - GENERAL FUND
Fund Balance 1.037,015.33












Total Liabilities and Net Investment 1,378,064.01
SCHEDULE OF REAL ESTATE AND EQUIPMENT




Cemetery Land ( undeveloped)
Fire Sation South 16th 
Land Fill Site (20 acres) 
Street Department Garage- South 2nd Street
Sanitation Department -641 North  
Buildings (City Park & Sanit. Office)
Parking Lot
North 4th Street (Gas Warehouse Site)  17,200.00
Murray-Calloway County Park loge-half interest) 250,000.00
Tennis Courts (Murray High School)
- ---Murray Municipal Utility Building












14959 Model 502.Gallion Grader
1-1955 Ford Tractor with bushhog
1-1958 Ford Truck with Street Flusher 
1-1965 Dodge Truck 3,4 Ton 
1-1966 Chevrolet Truck 1-2 Ton 
1-1970 580 Case Backhoe and Loader
1-1970 Dodge Truck with Flat Dump
1-1972 Ford Dump Truck
1-1973 Ford Dump Truck
1-1973 Ford Truck "2 Ton
1-1973 Wayne Street Sweeper
1-Pavement Breaker
1-1975 Ford Dump Chassis
 239,000.00 1-1973 Ford Truck with Leaf Loader
97,12910 1-1975 Case 480 Backhoe •
178.10 1-1972 Ford Truck - Club Cab  •






















-12"1" 44446.. . 
• —
- - tiAsit-atarnine . 1.500.00
Certificates of Deposit, Bank of Murray
Certificates of Deposit, Peoples Bank of Murray




ANALYSIS OF REVENUE SHARING FUND




1-1973 Model TD 20 International Dozer 40,000.00
1-1960 Model TD 24 Dozer • 26,800.00
1-1969 Ford Truck 1,'.2   600.00
1-1974 Ford Truck % Ton . 2,800.00
•
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
271973 Ford Trucks with Packer Bodies 15,000.00
1-1976 Cushman 3-Wheel Refuse Vehicle 4,000.00
1-Elevating Scraper 42,000.00
2-1975 Ford Trucks with Packer Bodies 24,0(10.00
1-1970 Ford Truck '02 Ton 
1,000.00
1-1973 Cushman 3-Wheel Refuse Vehicle 1,000.00
1-Lo-Boy Trailer-Tractor 7,500.00
164,70.0
CITY PARK AND CEMETERY
1-1975 Ford Truck '7-2 Ton




1-1960 Ford Pumper Truck  3,500.00
1-1967 International Pumper Truck  8,500.00
1-1972 Ford Pumper Truck 20,000.00
1-1973 Ford Aerial Ladder Truck 42,000.00
1-1974 Ford Cargo Van  .2,500.00
1-1976 Mini Pumper 22,000.00
*MAKI
POLICE DEPARTMENT
5-1977 Plymouth Volaries 7,500.00









Total Real Estate and Equiment 986,061.00
March 23, 1978
The Honorable Mayor and
Board of Councilmen of the City of Murray
City Hall, Murray, Kentuck/.42071
Gentlemen:
We have examined the balance sheet of the Firemen's and
Policemen's Pension Fund of the City of Murray, Kentucky
as of December 31, 1977 and the related statements of
receipts, disbursements and fund balance for the year then
ended. Our examination was made in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards and accordingly in-
cluded such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the cir-
cumstances.
In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and
statements of receipts, disbursements and fund balance
present fairly the financial position of the Firemen's and
Policemen's Pension Fund of the City of Murray at
December 31, 1977 and results of operations for the year then
ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.
Respectfully submitted,
SHACKELFORD, GOODE & THURMAN
Kenneth Goode
FIREMEN'S AND POLICEMEN'S PENSION FUND
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SUMMARY OF TRANSACTIONS- YEAR 197'7
RECEIPTS
Employee Contributions  29,922.37
City of Murray Tax Collections  37,313.91
Interest on Investments  9,275.85
Total receipts  76,512.13
DISBURSEMENTS
Payments to Pensioners- 36,164.40
Refunds to Terminated Employees . .10,121.96
Salary-Treasurer 720.00
Attorney's Fees 500.00
Treasurer's Bond  23.00
Office Supplies  24.09
Total Disbursements 47,553.45
EXCESS OF RECEIPT'S OVER DISBURSEMENTS 28,958.6*
TOTAL FUNDS TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR
Fund Balance, January 1, 1977 189,622.14
Excess of Receipts over Disbursements 28,958.68..
Fund Balance, December 31, 1977 218,580.82
TOTAL FUNDS ACCOUNTED FOR
Cash on Deposit, Bank of Murray 75,080.82.,
U. S. Treasury Note, Due 8-16-1986, 8 percent ........50,00000"
Certificates of Deposit-Bank of Murray  45,500.0t
Certificates of Deposit-Peoples Bank •  48,000.0(C.
Total  218,518.8;
BALANCE SHEET













Fund Balance January 1,1977  189,622.14-
Excess of Receipts Over Disbursements
for the year ended December 31, 1977  28,958.4
Fund Balance, December 31, 1973   218,580.11E
1,3EUBLap€NOTIMUSTcES
 owo
(Editor's Nets: Pah& Notice advertising ploys a maim ride be* in
Americas, history end is the process by which this coontry's
democracy is preserved. its ewe premise is thus people mart he a-
twined if they are te poen thwasseives commotion*. Public Notice
asivertisisig first come Mt* bell with the Compress of 17.1. Thot
body, memoir* its respeasidity to the people, required the Pest
master General to advertise for bids fir the cosistroctisa of new pest
offices. From thud boimpiciees begismelse te the compias publicalieo
-fmairsomos-itisdoci,statt_ast Jul loin  
Noisis 
of-
luau coos mon soil min I. touisamorirmir
Air pohk tbrompit PubIc Notice silverfishes. Nowspoort oor
NIS bow*/ ONO/ by siblefirobeso oblipookss bum bow
Weed. Nosy MN amtieve to be as hog es the Falk dealoods that N
be Worsted frommeNfy aged by Nor best memos possible I
4 .














Regular I" Suave Roll-On
DEODORANT
79'




lei • ,4.,041 VCIONIN57
Regular 'is' Toothpitle
COLGATE 7 oz $1°9
.141.
miff
Efilskir Ct Drop Pfeil) Us& O.
COOKIES i40, 89t



















. 4 nall pak 694
1 Rx pkg. 3/4"
iumbo fox 494
601. can 4/4"
10 ci boo 994









Ole South Frozen Assorted
COBBLERS
Keebler C. C. Drop, Pecan
coupon)
COOKIES
is oz. or 891
11b.box
1 lb bag $249
8 oz. tan 3 1100
2 lb. pkg. 31"
















15 or. pkg. 984
II Ol. carton 4/1199
6 pak 594
15 or. can 694
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THERE'S ALWAYS LOTS OFTREE iti BIG INN'S
-CASH
CASH POT
Oudot Pork Lao Sind lob
PORK CHOPS A"

















lb, .1" MINUTE STEAKS
1!".mimirmaiwem.•
ko-Made 01111111
PORK SAUSAGE - 09` . BOLOGNA 494
v,  • . , I
Fresh Tenderized Fresh Woe/ (5 lb.•bas),
otimigni




. This Ad (hod Wilms
Is Your Card Plumbed?
Eckrich Regular or Jumbo
FRANKS
--




Thin Sliced Bee4 or Pork .414
NI& -•-••••••CiVER11...0=1.1111. --A ...I...5 ..1••••00. -••••••••.





























U. S. No. I Medillin
3 Bagu'' 590
U. S. No. 1 New Crop
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Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 2 Near
• Hants 3 Deity
6 Bog down 4 Goddess of
n Sharp reply discord
12 Mend 5 Sharpen
14 Guido 5 tow 6 Senior
nate tAbbr
15 S041 7 Symbol for
17 Carry tellurium
18 Ordinance 8 Likely
20 Painful 9 Country of
spots Asia
23 Music as 10 Small
written 11 Regulations
24 Ireland 13 Peruses
26 Harbors 16 Jog
26 Lead tabbr j 19 Penned
29 Delays 21 God of love
31 Flaming 22 Denude
lights 25 Pitchers
33 Afternoon 27 Food fish
parties 30 Goes by wa-
35 Father ter
36 Unproduc- 32 Wading bird
















































36 Classifies 52 Observe










































YOU WERE THE ONE
WHO FOUND IT..
















know what their itinerary is, I
don't know whether to expect
15 people or 500 - I'm in the
dark as far as what's going to
take place."
Chaney could not be reached
Tuesday, but a spokesman at
the Klan's Greenwood, Ind.,
headquarters . said




has _advised the Klan that
because the Davis monument
is being repaired, the Klan
will not be allowed to place the
wreath directly .at the base,
but will be able to use a small
adjacent park.




the weekend at Hopkinsville,
which is near the northern
entrance to the Fort Campbell
Army base.
The Klan group which plans
to meet here is an association
of independent klans that are
not affiliated with the more
well-known groups such as the •
one headed by Robert Shelton.
We plan to be in the
general area just more or less
for observation. We're not
anticipating any trouble. We'll
be there to make'Sure some of
the local boys or anyone
doesn't create a disturbance,"
said Todd County Sheriff
Laurin Morris. The sheriff
said he had made no request
for additional state troopers in
the area this weekend.
Police officials said they
had no reason to believe there
would be any violence in
connection with the Klan
gathering. The sentiment was
echoed by the Rev. A.R.
Lasley, who has become a
spokesman for black com-
munity opposition to the
meeting.
Lasley said no counter-
demonstrations are planned.
We don't know too much
about_it,
„ 
he said. "We're still
kind of just listening. But
nobody's talking about it
much down here."
Lasley is •pastor of the
VirginiOtreet Baptist Church
here, a • mostly black church
with about 900 members.
Most blacks in Christian and
Todd counties "will ignore





- Ronald and Wanda Mad-
dux's second-degree murder
convictions in the beating
death of 4-year-old Melisha
Gibson have been upheld by
the . Tennessee Court of
Criminal Appeals .
In a 59-page opinion written
by Special Judge W.' Wayne
Oliver, the three-judge panel
said Tuesday it could find no
reason why the McMinn
County Criminal Court jury's
conviction should be over-
turned and a new trial or-
dered.









, STATIONS WATCHED •
FOR HER,
Geneva Brownfield, Guidance counselor at Murray Middle School, talks with fourth
graders from Carter Elementary School following an orientation program to acquaint
them with the Middle School teachers and facilities. Students from both Carter and
Robertson schools participated. From left: Chrystie Howard. Lori Williams, Mrs. Brown-
field, jack Kendall, David Daughaday and Shane Pollard.
No Special Plans Being Made
For KKK Rally In Hopkinsvilie
. By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
HOPKINSVIIA.E, -Ky. 4AP
- Law enforcement officials
here say they are making no
special plans in advance of a
Ku Klux Klan rally planned
. for Saturday that is expected
to include a wreath-laying
- ceremony at the birthplace of
s Jefferson Davis. •
7 "We are aware that they are
coming, but as far as ex-
pecting any trouble, no," said
; Maj. James Boyd,- chief of
k detectives of the Hopkinsville
•▪ Police Department.
  -However, if there is any




Empire Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan notified local of-
ficielst)y letter in April that
the group will hold a meeting
H- in opkinsville Saturday and
Sunday.
4 William M. Chaney, im-
'4) perial wizard of the white
  supremacist organization, has
said between 100 and 150 Klan
members from several states
will attend the 'two-day
meeting, which will include a
public gathering Saturday 10
miles east of Hopkinsville at
the Jefferson Davis
monument at Fairview in
Todd County. •
Chaney said Klan members
- dressed in traditional white
hooded robes - will lay a
wreath at the base of the 351-
foot obelisk which marks the
place where the president of
the Confederacy was born in
1808.
Capt. D.B. Roach, com-
mander of the Kentucky State
Police post at Madisonville,
said there will be no special
assignment of troopers to .the
area on Saturday.
"We're making no special
plans," Roach said. "Of
course, I've got men assigned
to the area that would nor-






Maddux's attorneys, said he
wants to study the court's
opinion in detail before
deciding whether the case will
be appealed further. Mad-
dux's attorney could not be
reached for comment.
Maddux and his wife were
sentenced to 99 years in prison
after a jury found them guilty
of killing Mts. Maddux's
daughter in October 1976.
Listing 34 alleged errors in
their March 1977 trial, the
Cleveland, Tenn., couple
petitioned the appeals court
last January for a new trial.
The petition said a change of
venue from Bradley to
McMinn County because of
extensive publicity in the case
did not afford the couple a fair
trial.
They cited polls showing
that practically everyone
interviewed in McMinn, Polk,
Monroe, Bradley and
Hamilton counties had heard
of the case and believed
Maddox was guilty.
However, Oliver said the de-
fense overlooked the necessity
of obtaining legal evidence')
and proper affidavits to have
the trial moved to another
court and that the law gives
trial judges wide discretion on
changes of venue.
The Madduxes also ap-
pealed on grounds that an
interview with the trial judge,
James C. Witt of the Bradley
County Criminal Court, which
was published in the
Cleveland Daily Banner a day
before the trial began, -
prejudiced the cak.
"We find nothing what-
soever in this record to even
,suggest, much less show, that
in his conduct of this trial, the
trial judge exhibited any
prejudice against the
defendants.. nor that the jury













Care .   753-6622
Poises Control . . .153-1518
Senior Citizens . . . 153-0919
lioedline  153-ED










South 13th., Phone 753-
3128.
BFFP11114-, •
court's press interview,"' the
Appeal& (*ma's. 931411,91i JA41144, .
The court's opinion
acknowledged that portions of
prosecutor Richard Fisher's
closing arguments were in-
flammatory but said Judge
Witt was careful to instruct























BIBLE FACTS INC. -
James 2:18 states "Yea,
a man may say, thou
hast faith, and I have
works: Show me thy
faith without thy works,
and I will show thee my
faith by my works."
Bible answers and study
anytime. Bible serves







be submitted by 12









Taylor osol sou Roy.
Korb in mow coodllioo.
POW Of by 455 owe
Locato4 ft lobo Boriloy












bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast servicb.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking .
lot, use our rear en-
trance.







3 Card Of Thanks
WE WANT TO THANK
all those who expressed
love, kindness, and
sympathy to our family
during the illness and
death of our loved one.
Elizabeth Dowdy. The
Children.
5 lost And Found
LOST A BASSETT
Hound, answers to name
of SHERMAN. Lost in









Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
WANTED, men to work,
experienced with torches,
contact Ike Worthington













LOCAL FIRM looking for
experienced secretary.




qualifiecations to P. 0.




man with some ex-
per i en ce in
refrigeration. Salary
open. Two weeks paid
vacation. Hospitalizat-
ion insurance paid.
Call 753-1581 for in-
terview.
PART TIME short hours.
Apply. in person only
after 3 p. m. No phone
calls. Valley Drive In,
Route 3, Murray.
MAINTENANCE person,
male or female for
Murray Manor Apart-
ments. Monday-Friday,
35 hours. $2.65 per hour.
Must be able to clean.
- 'paint and do some yard
work. Call for interview
753-8668 between 9 and
12 and 1 and 3 only.
CARPENTERS helper.
Do not apply on
Saturday Custom Built,
753-0984.
TIRED OF WALL to wall
bills/ A people person?
Earn extra income.




• downtown Hazel. Call REMOVE carpet paths
.411_ a ' •: •
'17118
MAN FOR APPLIANCE' lustre, Rent sham-
'119,11*•••-iigigr- .--P5Otr:-.!=ltestettT" Altlx 7
stallation. Some ex- home of -.Wishing Well











plications may be ob•
timid at the Parks Of-
fice. 10th and Payne
Street, Murray. No ap-
plications will be ac-
cepted after June 10






Write C. Hudson, 3
Tandy Center, Ft.





property, located in a
large central Ky. city.




business offered for first





2312 after 5 p.m.
WE BUY USED mobile





WANTED TO BUY on
land contract 15 plus
acres. Partially wooded
preferred. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P. 0. Box
223, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
Due to incorrect phone,
number in our previous
ad, we are still in-
terested in buying a low
trailer- -suitable_ for





partnership in small- ---- -
business or light
manufacturing plant. Or
will buy total ownership
Inveftment to $100,000.
Your brief description of
business and potential
will be held in strict
confidence. Write to Box
32C.
15 Articles For Sale
SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill









ment. Can be seen at 712




two 30 drawer cabinets,
addressograph, typ-
writer, wooden tables




poster bed. Solid walnut.
Post hand ca?/ed. If
interested call 753-5645.
WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
Practically new. All
hardware. $49 Call 759-
1117 after 4 p.m.





































































































































































































be seen at 712
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15 Articles For Sale
KING WOOD HEATERS
-automatic, brick lined
cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester
4 ply white wall,
premium grade.
A78x13", $19.30 plus
$1.74 FET, C7 8x13".
$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,




$28.29 pins $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.











TWO AXLE trailer with
'2" oak bed. Call 753-9507.





Of vinyl cushion floor


















We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap•
plionces













Benton, Ky. or call 354-
8619. .
19 Farm Equipment





FOR SALE tobacco ana
tomato sticks. Call 489-
2126.
NEW ONE ROW tobacco
setter, $395. One row
cultivator, $75. Rotary
- • Mowers, $295, $315, and
$325. One bottom plow,
8165. Grader blades,
$139.50. Disc 5 ft. $285, 6
ft. 6 in., $325. New and
used post diggers,
scoops, plows, one and
two row tobacco setters,
discs, cultivators,
mowers, rakes, balers,
20 used tractors, some
for parts. John 0. Kough
Equipment Sales, Route
1, Highway 94 West,
Farmington, Ky., phone
382-2207.







FOR SALE: Nails - 8, 10,
16 CC Sinkers-SO lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam In-
sulation-IA:" 4 x 8 - $2.40,
1" 4 x 8 - $4.80. Particle
Board - Vs" 4 x8-$3.40.
Plywood 1/2" 4 x 8 -
$6.75, hi" 4 x 8 - $8.00,
. 34" 4 x 8 - $10.00. Ex-
terior Siding -4 x 8- $6.00
and up. Precut 2 x 4's
8.89 ea. Shingles - No. 1
$18.75 per sq. Shower
stalls $125.013 ea. Cabinet
fronts - $12.00 ea.
Paneling - 80 selections
of 4 x 8 sheets from 82.75
to 811.00. Vanities - from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl floor
covering $2.50 yard in 6
'ft widths. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc.,
Hwy. 45,] ml so. Martin,










and box springs. , 1709
Ryan Ave. l'hone 753-
4537.










cylinder. 160 h.p. Good
condition. Call 753-4377
or 753-8004.
411 H.. P. JOHNSON 151.2'

















formerly J & B Music


















$RADltrIAL TIRE5 Sale 
Steel belted premium
grade white wall,
GR78114" or 15", $43.65
plus $2.97 FET,












stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's
(Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
payment like new ,color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music), 753-7575.
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
660 three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after 5.
27 Mobile Home Sales
TRAILER AND LOT
FOR SALE. Three
bedrooms, 2 bath. Im-
mediate possession.
Pottertown Road, 14 mile
off 94 East. Call 753-6083.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for








central heat and air.
Call 753-7550.
ONE ROOM apt. fur-
nished. Working man
only 850.00 month. Call
753-3685.
31 Houses For Rent
HOUSE near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109.








gilts. Bred to Hamp-




Setters. $50 each. Call
753-9570.
SIAMESE- CAT, female,














lots of misc. items. 7:30




June 2nd, 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Approximately 1 -mile
from city limits on High-
way 121 South, turn left
into Meadow Green
Acres Lots of baby,
children and adult
7674V--4511411$1111111e,...4.-




SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model







jars, and Milk cans. Big
variety of items. On








else you want. Friday
only. 8-4:30.
SIX PARTY Yard Sale,
--Friday and Saturday. 9-
4. 94 East to Whites
Camper Sales, turn




Roberson Drive. Go to
end of Kirkwood South





Don't miss out on this
great rental property.
House is divided into 2
apartments with another
garage apartment also.
Gas heat is an economic
feature; large 85 x 351 lot









FOR SALE CORNER lot
in Canterbury Estates.









automobiles? This is for
you. Good buy! Loretta
Jobe Realtors 753-1492.
Own this mobile home for
less than rent. Char-
ming 2 BR with many
extras, Built-in shelves
for your stereo; Murphy
bed for your geust. 3/4





complex - 100 acres on
Kentucky Lake TVA
contour. . . Camping?
Tennis? Boat Dock?
Restaurant? or Private
Air Strip? This acreage





One of the top business
properties in town - 1.61
acres on So. 12th St.





With The Friendly TIM( h''
60 Acres More or Less.
South of Murray just 4
miles this side of Paris
Landing on 119 just off
121. Land can be ten-
ded or pastured. On
blacktop road. Only
$33,000. Call for all
details. Boyd-Majors





older house for sale.














IGuy Spann RealtyYour Key PeopleIn Reel Estate753-7724sror sycamore Amara, ty.
25 ACRES WITH several.b
beautiful building sites
and over 1300 ft. of high-
way frontage. Located
within minutes of Ky.
Lake Priced in Mid
teens. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We provide a







has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of realestate ac-
tivity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
KOPPERUD REALTY
want to be YOUR. Real
_Estate People._
WILSON
HOME 2 Aperliewses, Lot
year Hewn help pay the
ntertgegoil Cori nice tbro• II
two Wit brick sets two
blocks west of MN caearm
Aportmosts new mewl for
S180 siontlify. Now slow
wort% over 535,000. Asking
$49,500.
Investment preperty - brich
&pies located Oat off 94 East
Daly minutes from Alarray.
Hes 2 bedrooms soma side, ap-
prox. 19S0 Is ft., wan to
corpots sod boils-in op-
plosees. Gi MOMS peeper-
ty. Mad of S31,300.
753-7261 Aeries
HOME, business, or both.
This could be the place
you are looking for
Property is zoned for
business, but could be
just a lovely home within
two blocks of the cour-
thouse, 4 bedroom brick,
3 bath, study. living room












South 12th at Sy ca motto
TELEPHONE 7511051
LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout
home has living room,
dining room, large den
and abundant storage.
Priced at only $31,900.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our con-
veniently located office
in the White House
Building, 711 Main for all





With The Friendly Touch"
Commercial Lots:
12th and Main-2 lots in
prime location vicinity
of McDonald's and
Cap'n D's. These lots
are appx. 145' x 150'.
Ideal business. site.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
44 Lots For Sale
TWO LOTS, water and





46. Homes For Sale
47 Motorcycles
1973 YAMAHA 750, good
condition. $600. Call 753-
0541.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
48 Automotive Service
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 FORD Capri. Good
condition, 4 speed, new
tires call 492-8890 after 5
p.m.
1973 MERCURY Mon-
tego, power, air, AM-
FM stereo, needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs work, $300. Call
753-2893 after 6-p.m.
1975 DODGE 4 wheel
drive. Call 435-4383.
1970 DATSUN 510 wagon.
• $650. Call 753-8963,
BRICK HOUSE, 2
bedroom, bath and half,
walk out half basement.
Patio. 10' wide, carport; ------
5 acres land. One Small
outbuilding. Price
$32,500. Call 474-2248.
HOME FOR SALE 4
years old 3 bedroom, 2
full baths, dishwasher,
electric stove, part
basement, on large lot in
Keniana Subdivision.
Call 436-2473,
FOR SALE BY OWNER 3
bedroom house with
steel siding, carpeted
with garage. On hal,.
acre lot. Under $16,000?
Has a finished upstairs.
Call 489-2492.
FOR SALE BY owner in
Gatesborough. Three
bedroom 2 bath. Call
753-5603.
OWNER PAYS CLOSING
cost on this 4 bedroom, 2




Priced mid 50's. Call
753-6934 between 12 and
5 p.m. '
BY OWNER - 3
bedroom, 13s bath,
garage, central air and
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
living room with full
storied wall fireplace.
Blown insulation.
Fenced backyard. 16 x
20 raised deck. Wooded
lot Paved driveway. All
on LI an acre in Lynn-
wood Estates, 2 miles
South of Murray.





condition, 2 helmets. Call
759-1443 after 3 p.m.
BSA CUSTOM CHOP-
. PER 650 engine. New
1....;..,--mit- Allkodieryeitek- •iamia.::.;,_-:,-.14telitiertrzlatiocAnat-oitiFisiigt. •
of . the lake (Hamlin, Lot. 120 aldtlawallreP -- - ..uud warted by Jim
prepertrhotieffittz.--•-ves-GetesberaiebAll'"-'' 17ereveTtbild /nee. -




crushed velvet seat and
blacktop road (Ky 1918) Harley rearend, red
sell teq.ulio5ckNly. 12t$4h,.950.a portion of the
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 
Boyd 
less than 10 miles. Very
-Majors Real lots of chrome. Ridden
reasonable' must sell.
property. John C. 
Main Street, Murray, Call 1-354-6206 SeKious753-0101 or 753-7531. inquiries only
4
pre sl Services
With 7 r ,r9d17 Mott"
1969 TORINO, full power
and air. 54,000 miles.
$500. Call 436-5536 before
3 p.m. on weekdays,
anytime on weekends.
FOR SALE 1973 Mazda
RX 3, rotary engine,
looks good and runs
good. Call 759-1200.
1978 PONTIAC Trans Am.
Red velour interior, AM-
FM stereo tape, power
windows, tilt wheel, 400
T-A motor. Best offer
over 46300. Call 753-4331.







needs little work. Good
_condition. Mag Wheels.
Call 1-442-6482 Paducah.
1977 EL CAMINO, air,
power, AM-FM stereo,
tilt, wheels, 21,000 miles.
Phone 435-4114.






Four door, wagon, 4
speed. Excellent con-
dition. Loan value,





tires. $1500. Call 753-
5160.
1606 PONTIAC Tempest
Custom. 350, 2 barrel,
power steering, brakes
and air condition. $500.
Call 435-4264.
1972 DODGE DART, low
mileage. Excellent
condition. Power, air.




Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24..
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-
8507.
MUST SELL, 18 ft.




dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
,Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-
way, 4 miles from
Mrni.-Aaill--453431105.
EXPERIENCED MAN











IN by Sears save on
these high heat and






No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we












struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can reniOve
stumps up - to 24
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,










ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field









WILL SPRAY barns, roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Estimates. Call 753-6878
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson















roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
J AND R Pool Contractor.
• Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-8567 call collect.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
ROOFING
No job too small. Ex-„,
cellent references.
759-4615
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call 36his
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,..
exterior, Also dry wall













TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing heating and



















Company Inc. Air co ,
QUALITY SERVICE:I
Carrier
WANT someone to clean
house 1 day a week. Must












Price Hair cut $1.50 
209 Walnut St ree
NEW OFFICE NOUNS .
Monday-Friday -7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
' Price Shave $1.25 •
Call 753-3685. Agent for Hospital Supplies.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE





is 20 MILE •
*-711EUIVETIT-
7634984--
F1oored ma ready Up to 12 I 74 Also born style, offices, cottages,
mobile home ed ens. end patios, or U•KUILD, pro-cut completely ready
to sissemble up to 74 s 60 Key the Furst for less
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS ,























PtIC•S effective Min. lune 6th
Quante./ night reservod Copyright 1978
The Kroger COMP:MT
ADVERTISED ITEM POEICY
loch of moss advertised 4 ?••• is reauirod
to be readily evadable for sole in eoch
Kroger stare, except as specifically rioted in
this ad if we do run out of an odvertisod
own we wit offer you your choice of o
comparable .norn, when (imitable, reflecting
the some Savings or o touched which will
enr,tie you to purchase the odveritsed itint




VG LUNCH 4 EKTRIESSALW
Hoi Kitt $179
only









TOTAL SATISFACTION GOMA ATTE
Everything you buy at Kroger is guororowid
for your total satisfaction regardless of
manufacturer If you ore not sot Viid
K709or will Mame your own with the sand









7,.(COST MTN mines) "tarnonc e moms
a. ClOST- COMO COUP***
WORTH 20' Off = Z WORTH 82.00 OFf: WORTH 201 OFf = r
me toward the porches* of am ••• toward the purchase of op toward Otil Purthos• 01 018we as ee4811 Sad' 1 b Pk g .. ami .0c•GisreemOid Fashion's, Imo 89 *9 Serve .4 So" =me Ilm weealli JIMMY DEAN 
an 
go all SoNfuss = 11 SLICED =NE IND kla ND ' MN= SAUSAGE = I= HAINAN 2 LUNCH MEAT sis._alk wit this coupon ale =war Hrs coupon. emt O. *TIP Has coupon rgWO

























Red Radishes  I
1.•••masi t.•
mos•vs= IQINOSSU









$1  1 8
b. II
KO& WrIPIATED ViG
































fresh faa-llabed bah 
r"s6 FRES!WHOLE BONELESS OCEAN
CATFISH CATFISH PERCH sEArooDs
AVAILAki NUNSb. b. lb.
F.----1*Ifititc:FrcUiliit MATH] I
STUMP
41/2 ,AZI 164Baby Food
falllACII VOW
Salad Dressing 3201. "JAR vv
4?-11 11"ft
• Maas Crow Style
WHITE
CORN
4 17 et. $GAM
MOINTIG VA/WM
Jiffy Cake Mixes 
inximerrssusLarsen's veg -All 
if Mir QUM MU OR WHOU MIR 3Golden Corn 
STOIELIT Med Intl
Green Beans 3




r EcAst _cyry.! 
Kt 
c!"!?4..  &if "Min coo.rti 
gralt 
so..  PtATIT 3
= MAYONNAISE 3= BUTTER 3CND 
•• oloin. NI
"01900 
-am= iAi ... NM











FRI SAT . ONLY
with this coupon and S10.00 purchase excluding items prohibited by 1111111Ha= low and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandiso. Subuict to ENOimm oppiicobie taxes. limit one. Expires June 6th.
Giant Tide 49 OZ $ 1 39BOX Isort 




















= SPREAD = = VANILLA X =
Pte.
CESE all Pa;
!".." 6P „,dm 4 0.99c al. WOOP No


























an 4 01. 51 47 
LOVING CARE
IND Inv $1 39 um
inth coupon limo one wth roupon limit ono












low and in addition to the cost cof coupon
01roz.
twerchondis• Subnict Sr
111111 with this coupon and 510 00 excludiria items prohibited ty---=112











MONEY SAVERS FOR NOME a FAMILY
Assort•II rell rums 
tanti 
rill rc....s.!annicow„




with coupon Limit one = with coupon Limo one
sa.






















with coupon limit one Z
inglisitulatire ..., .,
OPEN 24 HOURS Except from Midnight Sat.to 8 vim Sunday ....
• • 5ftw••••••4 Mr1tIMPP,Main•••••••••••••••••••••••••11••al• an•IIIMEtt•-•• • _7111•••• 000•••••••.• • • • a nne.• seems • gonris.•••••••••-*.re ow.r. ••••• .ra • ••• ••••• j..... 1 •121••••••0101.32.—, •-•-•••.• ..,11•1•••• .00m 1.0•11.
